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u Bottom-up assembly of supramolecular 
structures 

u Complex functions 
are then obtained 
by composing  
“programmed” 
molecules 
 



An (running) Example 
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u Nano-Elevator: 
n  Three legs 
n  Joined on top 
n  Intermediary platform 

that can be moved up 
and down by adding 
or removing hydrogen 
ions to the top-part 
of the legs 
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Modeling the legs 

u Legs are “[2]Rotaxanes” 
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Modeling the legs 
u More precisely rotaxane RaH 

RaH+base à Ra+baseH  Ra à Rb 
Rb+acidH à RbH+acid  RbHà RaH 
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From the Rotaxane  
to the Nano Elevator  

u Three rotaxanes 
connected 

u How many states? 
n  43 = 64 

u How many different 
reactions? 
n  ??? 

n  Need for Compositional 
Modeling 



Plan of the talk 

u Model of RaH with Kappa-calculus  
u Administrative instantaneous rules 
u KF: Kappa + complex functional rates 
u Model of the Nano-Elevator 
u Conclusion and Future Work 
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u Administrative instantaneous rules 
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Easy things first…          [TCS08] 

u Compositional modeling of [2]rotaxane 
n  we want to represent the components of 

the device 
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Fig. 2. Schematic representation of the shuttling processes of the molecular ring in the examined rotaxane.

Fig. 3. Initial state of the Rotaxane RaH in nanoκ calculus.

• Bipymodels the bipyridinium station: it has one field h and two sites ring and axle;
• Ring models the crown ether ring: it has no field and one site link;
• Acid and Basemodels the acid and base used to trigger the motion of the rotaxane: they have one field h and no site.

The pairs of sites axle of Nh and nh of Axle, and axle of Bipy and bipy of Axle are always linked in our modeling. They model

the covalent bonds maintaining the structural integrity of the axle. Exactly one site ring of Nh, Bipy, and Axle is linked at a

given moment at link of Ring . The first two cases respectively model the ‘‘stable’’ RaH and Rb states of Fig. 2 in which the

ring is steadily located around the Nh or the Bipy molecules, respectively. The last case models the ‘‘unstable’’ states; these

are the Ra and RbH states of Fig. 2 in which the ring is not steadily located. In order to distinguish between the Ra and RbH

states, we use the field s of the Axle: it holds the value 0 if the ring is around the Nh (Ra state), 1 if it is around the Bipy (RbH

state).

Ammonium and amine functions have different chemical nature but can be seen as protonated and deprotonated version

of the same species. Thus we model both by the same nanoκ calculus species Nh. Its field h is used to record the presence

or absence of a proton on Nh: its value is 1 if it is protonated, and 0 otherwise.

As Ring ’s movements are triggered by protonations and deprotonations due to acid–base reactions, we also need to have

acid and base molecules in our modeling. We consider the species Acid and Base both with one field h having value 1 in case

the acid/base molecule holds the proton to be exchanged, 0 otherwise (for instance Acid[h1] and Base[h0] are respectively

an acid molecule ready to give a proton and a base molecule ready to receive a proton).

The initial state for rotaxane RaH is thus modeled by the term:

Nh[h1](axles + ringx), Axle[s0 + h1](nhs + bipyr + ring),
Bipy[h1](axler + ring), Ring(linkx)

graphically depicted in Fig. 3.

Note that the Nh is initially protonated (and this information is present also in the Axle and the Bipy), the Axle is bound

to the Nh and the Bipy, and the Ring is bound to the Nh.

3.1.2. The nanoκ calculus reactions
We now present the reactions used in our modeling. Reactions (1), (2), (7) and (8) are presented with a double arrow

(that are reversible reactions). Formally they correspond to two nanoκ calculus reactions, one achieved reading the reaction

Please cite this article in press as: A. Credi, et al., nanoκ: A calculus for the modeling and simulation of nano devices, Theoretical Computer Science

(2008), doi:10.1016/j.tcs.2008.07.006



K-calculus: the nodes 
u K is a graph-rewriting system where nodes 

n  carry state information (about phosphorilation, 
shape,…) 
n  have sites through which they bind other nodes 

u A complex: 
 
 
 
and its syntactic  
description:    
A[112+224+32](1x+2y+3+4), B[112+22](1+2x+3z), C[17+224+35](1z+2y) 

A!12! 24!

B! C!

2!

12! 2! 7! 24! 5!
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K-calculus: the reactions 
u A reaction rule: 

 

   and a possible instantiation: 

7!

k -- the reactions 
a reaction rule:  

–! A[112+224](1x+2y), B[12](2x+3z), C[15](1z+2y) 

   ! A[110+22](1x+2y), B[10](2x+3), C[17](1+2y) 

and its instance: 

A12!24! A10! 2!

B2! C5! B0! C7!

A12!24!

B C

2!

2! 2! 5! 24!5!

A1! 3! 4!

A10!2!

B C

2!

0! 2! 7! 24!5!

A1! 3! 4!

7!

k -- the reactions 
a reaction rule:  

–! A[112+224](1x+2y), B[12](2x+3z), C[15](1z+2y) 

   ! A[110+22](1x+2y), B[10](2x+3), C[17](1+2y) 

and its instance: 

A12!24! A10! 2!

B2! C5! B0! C7!

A12!24!

B C

2!

2! 2! 5! 24!5!

A1! 3! 4!

A10!2!

B C

2!

0! 2! 7! 24!5!

A1! 3! 4!
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RaH modeled in K:  
the initial state 
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Fig. 2. Schematic representation of the shuttling processes of the molecular ring in the examined rotaxane.

Fig. 3. Initial state of the Rotaxane RaH in nanoκ calculus.
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or absence of a proton on Nh: its value is 1 if it is protonated, and 0 otherwise.

As Ring ’s movements are triggered by protonations and deprotonations due to acid–base reactions, we also need to have

acid and base molecules in our modeling. We consider the species Acid and Base both with one field h having value 1 in case

the acid/base molecule holds the proton to be exchanged, 0 otherwise (for instance Acid[h1] and Base[h0] are respectively

an acid molecule ready to give a proton and a base molecule ready to receive a proton).

The initial state for rotaxane RaH is thus modeled by the term:
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Bipy[h1](axler + ring), Ring(linkx)

graphically depicted in Fig. 3.

Note that the Nh is initially protonated (and this information is present also in the Axle and the Bipy), the Axle is bound

to the Nh and the Bipy, and the Ring is bound to the Nh.

3.1.2. The nanoκ calculus reactions
We now present the reactions used in our modeling. Reactions (1), (2), (7) and (8) are presented with a double arrow

(that are reversible reactions). Formally they correspond to two nanoκ calculus reactions, one achieved reading the reaction

Please cite this article in press as: A. Credi, et al., nanoκ: A calculus for the modeling and simulation of nano devices, Theoretical Computer Science

(2008), doi:10.1016/j.tcs.2008.07.006
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u Ion donation: 
 

u Disconnection: 
 

u Connection: 
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RaH modeled in K: some  
reaction rules (forward move) 
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from left to right considering the rate over the arrow, and another one achieved reading it from right to left considering the
rate below. In this section we do not consider numerical values of rates, this is detailed in part 3.2.

A base can get the proton of a protonated Nh, and a Nh can get a proton from an acid. These acid–base reactions are
reversible. Reactions (1) and (2) model this phenomena. The systems corresponding to the left-hand side and right-hand
side coexist, even if one can be much predominant according to the ratio nh_base/base_nh (and acid_nh/nh_acid).

Nh[h1], Base[h0] nh_base��
base_nh

Nh[h0], Base[h1] (1)

Nh[h0], Acid[h1] acid_nh��
nh_acid

Nh[h1], Acid[h0]. (2)

The protonation state of the molecule Nh needs to be known by Bipy because it affects its interaction with Ring . Reactions
(3) and (4) achieve this by passing information from Nh to Bipy through Axle. These updates are instantaneous because the
reactions have infinite rates (this is relevant for the correctness of our simulation, since these reactions have no counterpart
in chemistry).

if (α �= β)

Nh[hα](axles), Axle[hβ ](nhs)
∞� Nh[hα](axles), Axle[hα](nhs) (3)

and:

Axle[hα](bipyr), Bipy[hβ ](axler) ∞� Axle[hα](bipyr), Bipy[hα](axler). (4)

We achieve the modeling of Ring movements in two steps. Firstly the instantaneous reactions to deprotona-
tion/reprotonation (reactions (5)–(8)), and secondly the actual Ring shuttling (reactions (9) and (10)). The reactions (5)
and (6) are used to enter in ‘‘unstable’’ states when the Nh is deprotonated while the Ring is around the Nh (reaction (5)), or
protonated while the Ring is around the Bipy (reaction (6)). On the other hand, the reactions (7) and (8) are used to re-enter
in a ‘‘stable’’ state in the case the Nh returns to its previous (de)protonated state before the Ring actually binds to its new
station. All these events are immediate consequences of deprotonation or reprotonation of Nh; for this reason, they have
infinite rates.

Nh[h0](axles + ringx),Axle[s0](nhs + ring) ∞� Nh[h0](axles + ring),Axle[s0](nhs + ringx) (5)

Bipy[h1](axler + ringx),Axle[s1](biaxr + ring) ∞� Bipy[h1](axler + ring),Axle[s1](biaxr + ringx) (6)

Axle[s0](nhs + ringx),Nh[h1](axles + ring) ∞� Axle[s0](nhs + ring),Nh[h1](axles + ringx) (7)

Axle[s1](nhs + ringx),Bipy[h0](axles + ring) ∞� Axle[s1](nhs + ring),Bipy[h0](axles + ringx). (8)

We now complete our modeling with reactions (9) and (10) representing the completion of the Ring movement. These
reactions are reversible because the Ring is susceptible to leave its ‘‘stable’’ station due to the Brownian motion.

Axle[s0](bipyr + ringx),Bipy[h0](axler + ring)
link_bipy��

unlink_bipy
Axle[s1](bipyr + ring),Bipy[h0](axler + ringx) (9)

Axle[s1](nhs + ringx),Nh[h1](axles + ring)
link_nh��

unlink_nh
Axle[s0](nhs + ring),Nh[h1](axles + ringx). (10)

3.2. Simulation results

It is not difficult to verify that the above modeling of rotaxane RaH in nanoκ calculus yields an IMC system that can be
downgraded to an equivalent CTMC (the downgrading technique is described in the Appendix). Therefore we obtain a CTMC
system that we use to simulate in silico the behavior of the rotaxane RaH.

As previously discussed the rates for the ring movements are respectively link_bipy = 0.72 s−1 and link_nh = 40 s−1. On
the basis of the estimated equilibrium constants, the rates for the reverse reactions are quantified two orders of magnitude
smaller, i.e. unlink_bipy = 0.0072 s−1 and unlink_nh = 0.4 s−1.

The aim of the first two simulations depicted in Fig. 4 is to check whether the experimentation in silico can reproduce
the results observed in in vitro [15]. The techniques used for the in vitro experimentation did not make it possible to observe
and quantify the deprotonation/reprotonation rates (this is not surprising as these are very fast acid–base reactions). Thus,
in the simulation we have considered instantaneous deprotonation/reprotonation, i.e. nh_base = acid_nh = ∞ and
base_nh = nh_acid = 0. In both simulations, we have considered 1000 rotaxanes: in the first one we have simulated
deprotonation and ‘‘forward’’ (Ra→Rb) shuttling, in the second one reprotonation and ‘‘backward’’ (RbH→RaH) shuttling.
In the first simulation the shuttling phase is completed in around 6 s, while in the second one in 0.1 s; this is a consequence

Please cite this article in press as: A. Credi, et al., nanoκ: A calculus for the modeling and simulation of nano devices, Theoretical Computer Science
(2008), doi:10.1016/j.tcs.2008.07.006
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the basis of the estimated equilibrium constants, the rates for the reverse reactions are quantified two orders of magnitude
smaller, i.e. unlink_bipy = 0.0072 s−1 and unlink_nh = 0.4 s−1.

The aim of the first two simulations depicted in Fig. 4 is to check whether the experimentation in silico can reproduce
the results observed in in vitro [15]. The techniques used for the in vitro experimentation did not make it possible to observe
and quantify the deprotonation/reprotonation rates (this is not surprising as these are very fast acid–base reactions). Thus,
in the simulation we have considered instantaneous deprotonation/reprotonation, i.e. nh_base = acid_nh = ∞ and
base_nh = nh_acid = 0. In both simulations, we have considered 1000 rotaxanes: in the first one we have simulated
deprotonation and ‘‘forward’’ (Ra→Rb) shuttling, in the second one reprotonation and ‘‘backward’’ (RbH→RaH) shuttling.
In the first simulation the shuttling phase is completed in around 6 s, while in the second one in 0.1 s; this is a consequence

Please cite this article in press as: A. Credi, et al., nanoκ: A calculus for the modeling and simulation of nano devices, Theoretical Computer Science
(2008), doi:10.1016/j.tcs.2008.07.006
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Fig. 4. Comparing the simulations in silico with the experiments in vitro. Grey traces: number of Rings located around Bipys during the ‘‘forward’’ Ra→Rb

(part A) and the ‘‘backward’’ RbH→RaH (part B). Black traces: UV absorbance changes observed upon the occurrence of the same respective shuttling

processes.

Fig. 5.Number of Rings located around Bipys (grey trace) and number of deprotonated rotaxanes (black trace) during the ‘‘forward’’ shuttling in the presence

of base molecules (part A) and the ‘‘backward’’ shuttling in the presence of acid molecules (part B) at concentration 10
−4

M.

of the different rates of the two directions of shuttling. Very remarkably, simulated data are in striking agreement with the

experimental results.

After these initial encouraging results, we have decided to use the in silico simulation techniques to provide a

comprehensive view of the overall reactions depicted in Fig. 2, simulating also the deprotonation/reprotonation phases not

observed in the in silico experimentation.More precisely, the aimof this second group of simulationswas to either validate or

invalidate the assumption according towhich deprotonation/reprotonation can be considered ‘‘instantaneous’’ with respect

to the shuttling time. To this aim, we have simulated deprotonation/reprotonation under two different concentrations of

rotaxanes. In fact, this is a bimolecular reaction whose rate is influenced by the concentration of the reactants. For instance,

at a concentration close to those considered in [15], e.g. 10
−4

M, assuming 1000 instances of rotaxane and base/acid, a

plausible rate for deprotonation/reprotonation is 2×10
3
s
−1

(with reverse reaction rate on the order of 2×10
−4

s
−1

) while

at the concentration 10
−8

M it is 0.2 s
−1

(with reverse reaction on the order of 0.2 × 10
−7

s
−1

).

We have performed the two simulations, namely deprotonation with subsequent ‘‘forward’’ shuttling and reprotonation

with subsequent ‘‘backward’’ shuttling, considering the two different concentrations.

The results at concentration 10
−4

M are reported in Fig. 5; they essentially confirm the validity of the ‘‘instantaneous’’

deprotonation/reprotonation assumption at this concentration level. We report in Fig. 6 the results for concentration

10
−8

M; in this case the rings start moving before the deprotonation/reprotonation phase is over. This proves that in the

rotaxane RaH the stimulus and the subsequent shuttling could interplay.

In the light of this observation, we have decided to investigate some additional scenarios not yet considered in the in
vitro experimentations. In particular, we have decided to analyze the interplay between shuttling and a stimulus given by

weaker acid/basemolecules, that is, forwhich the ratio between the deprotonation/reprotonation rate and the reverse rate is

smaller. In fact, the ratio considered in the previously discussed simulations is on the order of 10
7
; a smaller reasonable ratio

could be on the order of 10
3
. Considering this new ratio, assuming 1000 instances of rotaxane and base/acid, at the concen-

tration 10
−4

M the new rates for deprotonation/reprotonation is 2×10
3
s
−1

with reverse reaction rate on the order of 2 s
−1

,
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Fig. 5.Number of Rings located around Bipys (grey trace) and number of deprotonated rotaxanes (black trace) during the ‘‘forward’’ shuttling in the presence

of base molecules (part A) and the ‘‘backward’’ shuttling in the presence of acid molecules (part B) at concentration 10
−4

M.

of the different rates of the two directions of shuttling. Very remarkably, simulated data are in striking agreement with the

experimental results.

After these initial encouraging results, we have decided to use the in silico simulation techniques to provide a

comprehensive view of the overall reactions depicted in Fig. 2, simulating also the deprotonation/reprotonation phases not

observed in the in silico experimentation.More precisely, the aimof this second group of simulationswas to either validate or

invalidate the assumption according towhich deprotonation/reprotonation can be considered ‘‘instantaneous’’ with respect

to the shuttling time. To this aim, we have simulated deprotonation/reprotonation under two different concentrations of

rotaxanes. In fact, this is a bimolecular reaction whose rate is influenced by the concentration of the reactants. For instance,

at a concentration close to those considered in [15], e.g. 10
−4

M, assuming 1000 instances of rotaxane and base/acid, a

plausible rate for deprotonation/reprotonation is 2×10
3
s
−1

(with reverse reaction rate on the order of 2×10
−4

s
−1

) while

at the concentration 10
−8

M it is 0.2 s
−1

(with reverse reaction on the order of 0.2 × 10
−7

s
−1

).

We have performed the two simulations, namely deprotonation with subsequent ‘‘forward’’ shuttling and reprotonation

with subsequent ‘‘backward’’ shuttling, considering the two different concentrations.

The results at concentration 10
−4

M are reported in Fig. 5; they essentially confirm the validity of the ‘‘instantaneous’’

deprotonation/reprotonation assumption at this concentration level. We report in Fig. 6 the results for concentration

10
−8

M; in this case the rings start moving before the deprotonation/reprotonation phase is over. This proves that in the

rotaxane RaH the stimulus and the subsequent shuttling could interplay.

In the light of this observation, we have decided to investigate some additional scenarios not yet considered in the in
vitro experimentations. In particular, we have decided to analyze the interplay between shuttling and a stimulus given by

weaker acid/basemolecules, that is, forwhich the ratio between the deprotonation/reprotonation rate and the reverse rate is

smaller. In fact, the ratio considered in the previously discussed simulations is on the order of 10
7
; a smaller reasonable ratio

could be on the order of 10
3
. Considering this new ratio, assuming 1000 instances of rotaxane and base/acid, at the concen-

tration 10
−4

M the new rates for deprotonation/reprotonation is 2×10
3
s
−1

with reverse reaction rate on the order of 2 s
−1

,
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Some (initially) unexpected 
simulation results 

u  Simulation of the model assuming low 
concentrations 

u  Follows from the competition between the  
ion-exchange and shuttling reactions 
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Fig. 6.Number of Rings located around Bipys (grey trace) and number of deprotonated rotaxanes (black trace) during the ‘‘forward’’ shuttling in the presence
of base molecules (part A) and the ‘‘backward’’ shuttling in the presence of acid molecules (part B) at concentration 10−8 M.

Fig. 7.Number of Rings located around Bipys (grey trace) and number of deprotonated rotaxanes (black trace) during the ‘‘forward’’ shuttling in the presence
of weak base molecules (part A) and the ‘‘backward’’ shuttling in the presence of weak acid molecules (part B) at concentration 10−4 M.

Fig. 8.Number of Rings located around Bipys (grey trace) and number of deprotonated rotaxanes (black trace) during the ‘‘forward’’ shuttling in the presence
of weak base molecules (part A) and the ‘‘backward’’ shuttling in the presence of weak acid molecules (part B) at concentration 10−8 M.

while at the concentration 10−8 M it is 0.2 s−1 with reverse reaction on the order of 0.2 × 10−3 s−1. Using these new rates,
we have simulated the ‘‘forward’’ and ‘‘backward’’ shuttling at both concentrations, 10−4 M in Fig. 7 and 10−8 M in Fig. 8.

Unexpectedly,we foundout that the ‘‘forward’’ shuttling is no longer guaranteed. In fact, only in someof the deprotonated
rotaxanes the Ring actually moves around the Bipy. In other terms, the efficiency of the rotaxane is no longer close to 100%

Please cite this article in press as: A. Credi, et al., nanoκ: A calculus for the modeling and simulation of nano devices, Theoretical Computer Science
(2008), doi:10.1016/j.tcs.2008.07.006



Plan of the talk 

u Model of RaH with Kappa-calculus  
u Administrative instantaneous rules 
u KF: Kappa + complex functional rates 
u Model of the Nano-Elevator 
u Conclusion and Future Work 
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The price to pay for 
compositionality 

u The model is compositional but… 
u …we had to extend Kappa with 

instantaneous reactions, e.g. 

u ‘‘Administrative’’ reactions used to 
model the influence of one component 
on the behaviour of other components 
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from left to right considering the rate over the arrow, and another one achieved reading it from right to left considering the
rate below. In this section we do not consider numerical values of rates, this is detailed in part 3.2.

A base can get the proton of a protonated Nh, and a Nh can get a proton from an acid. These acid–base reactions are
reversible. Reactions (1) and (2) model this phenomena. The systems corresponding to the left-hand side and right-hand
side coexist, even if one can be much predominant according to the ratio nh_base/base_nh (and acid_nh/nh_acid).

Nh[h1], Base[h0] nh_base��
base_nh

Nh[h0], Base[h1] (1)

Nh[h0], Acid[h1] acid_nh��
nh_acid

Nh[h1], Acid[h0]. (2)

The protonation state of the molecule Nh needs to be known by Bipy because it affects its interaction with Ring . Reactions
(3) and (4) achieve this by passing information from Nh to Bipy through Axle. These updates are instantaneous because the
reactions have infinite rates (this is relevant for the correctness of our simulation, since these reactions have no counterpart
in chemistry).

if (α �= β)

Nh[hα](axles), Axle[hβ ](nhs)
∞� Nh[hα](axles), Axle[hα](nhs) (3)

and:

Axle[hα](bipyr), Bipy[hβ ](axler) ∞� Axle[hα](bipyr), Bipy[hα](axler). (4)

We achieve the modeling of Ring movements in two steps. Firstly the instantaneous reactions to deprotona-
tion/reprotonation (reactions (5)–(8)), and secondly the actual Ring shuttling (reactions (9) and (10)). The reactions (5)
and (6) are used to enter in ‘‘unstable’’ states when the Nh is deprotonated while the Ring is around the Nh (reaction (5)), or
protonated while the Ring is around the Bipy (reaction (6)). On the other hand, the reactions (7) and (8) are used to re-enter
in a ‘‘stable’’ state in the case the Nh returns to its previous (de)protonated state before the Ring actually binds to its new
station. All these events are immediate consequences of deprotonation or reprotonation of Nh; for this reason, they have
infinite rates.

Nh[h0](axles + ringx),Axle[s0](nhs + ring) ∞� Nh[h0](axles + ring),Axle[s0](nhs + ringx) (5)

Bipy[h1](axler + ringx),Axle[s1](biaxr + ring) ∞� Bipy[h1](axler + ring),Axle[s1](biaxr + ringx) (6)

Axle[s0](nhs + ringx),Nh[h1](axles + ring) ∞� Axle[s0](nhs + ring),Nh[h1](axles + ringx) (7)

Axle[s1](nhs + ringx),Bipy[h0](axles + ring) ∞� Axle[s1](nhs + ring),Bipy[h0](axles + ringx). (8)

We now complete our modeling with reactions (9) and (10) representing the completion of the Ring movement. These
reactions are reversible because the Ring is susceptible to leave its ‘‘stable’’ station due to the Brownian motion.

Axle[s0](bipyr + ringx),Bipy[h0](axler + ring)
link_bipy��

unlink_bipy
Axle[s1](bipyr + ring),Bipy[h0](axler + ringx) (9)

Axle[s1](nhs + ringx),Nh[h1](axles + ring)
link_nh��

unlink_nh
Axle[s0](nhs + ring),Nh[h1](axles + ringx). (10)

3.2. Simulation results

It is not difficult to verify that the above modeling of rotaxane RaH in nanoκ calculus yields an IMC system that can be
downgraded to an equivalent CTMC (the downgrading technique is described in the Appendix). Therefore we obtain a CTMC
system that we use to simulate in silico the behavior of the rotaxane RaH.

As previously discussed the rates for the ring movements are respectively link_bipy = 0.72 s−1 and link_nh = 40 s−1. On
the basis of the estimated equilibrium constants, the rates for the reverse reactions are quantified two orders of magnitude
smaller, i.e. unlink_bipy = 0.0072 s−1 and unlink_nh = 0.4 s−1.

The aim of the first two simulations depicted in Fig. 4 is to check whether the experimentation in silico can reproduce
the results observed in in vitro [15]. The techniques used for the in vitro experimentation did not make it possible to observe
and quantify the deprotonation/reprotonation rates (this is not surprising as these are very fast acid–base reactions). Thus,
in the simulation we have considered instantaneous deprotonation/reprotonation, i.e. nh_base = acid_nh = ∞ and
base_nh = nh_acid = 0. In both simulations, we have considered 1000 rotaxanes: in the first one we have simulated
deprotonation and ‘‘forward’’ (Ra→Rb) shuttling, in the second one reprotonation and ‘‘backward’’ (RbH→RaH) shuttling.
In the first simulation the shuttling phase is completed in around 6 s, while in the second one in 0.1 s; this is a consequence

Please cite this article in press as: A. Credi, et al., nanoκ: A calculus for the modeling and simulation of nano devices, Theoretical Computer Science
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From the Rotaxane to the  
Nano-Elevator 

u First attempt: 
n  Consider 3 rotaxanes 
n  Connect the three Nhs  
n  Connect the three Rings 
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Simulation results 
u We have investigated (at steady state) the 

distributions of the three kinds of Nano-
Elevators (depending on base concentration) 
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Simulation is not faithful 
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electron-donating crown ether loops of the
platform. The changes in reduction potential
can be fully reversed by addition of acid, and
the cycle can be repeated without any signif-
icant loss of reversibility.

The chemically driven operation of the
molecular elevator [5H3]9! also leads to re-
versible changes in the emission and absorp-
tion spectra. In acetonitrile solution, [5H3]9!

exhibits a relatively weak emission band with
a maximum at ca. 380 nm. On successive
additions of stochiometric amounts of the
base and acid, the intensity of the band in-
creases and, respectively, decreases. This be-
havior is also witnessed in the absorption
spectrum. The change in absorbance at 310
nm on successive additions of base and acid
shows (Fig. 4B) that the process can be re-
peated several times, with some loss of signal
in the first cycles.

The current intensities of the cyclic voltam-
metric peaks of the “free” and “complexed”
BIPY2! units decrease and, respectively, in-
crease linearly on addition of 1, 2, and 3
equivalents of base (Fig. 5A). These data do
not, however, shed any light on the precise
mechanism of the platform’s operation, i.e.,
whether the addition of 1 equivalent of base
forms exclusively the species with only one
loop displaced, or a statistical distribution of
species with none, one, two, or three loops
displaced. We therefore performed titration
experiments and monitored changes in ab-
sorption spectra. A plot (Fig. 5B) of the
absorbance changes (e.g., at 276 nm) on ti-
tration of [5H3]9! with base shows the pres-

ence of three quite distinct steps, indicating
that the three deprotonation processes are not
equivalent. Thus, addition of the first equiv-
alent of base does not lead to a statistical
mixture of differently protonated species but
rather causes the first deprotonation process
to occur, first of all, in all [5H3]9! ions, and
so on. Molecular modeling (Fig. 5C) shows
that the species in which two (or one) loop(s)
surround (a) –NH2

!– center(s) and one (or
two) loop(s) surround(s) (a) BIPY2! unit(s)
are sterically possible. And so, for each
[5H3]9!, the platform operates in three dis-
crete steps associated with each of the three
deprotonation processes that take [5H3]9!

progressively through [5H2]8! and [5H]7!

ions to, finally, 56!.
From thermodynamic considerations, it

can be established [Supporting Online
Material (SOM) Text] that the energies avail-
able for the relevant movements from the
upper to lower levels (base stroke) and from
the lower to upper levels (acid stroke) amount
to ca. 21 and "4 kcal mol–1, respectively.
These large stabilization energies not only
provide strong driving forces for the molec-
ular motion, they also confer a high position-
al (co-conformational) integrity on the eleva-
tor, giving rise to a clear-cut on-off behavior.
Because the distance traveled by the platform
is about 0.7 nm, the nanoactuator can poten-
tially generate a force of up to 200 pN in the
motion from the upper to the lower level.
Such force is more than one order of magni-
tude larger than those developed (2) by nat-
ural linear motors like myosin and kinesin.

The bundle [5H3]9!, besides operating
as a molecular elevator, could also serve
other useful functions. The movement of
the platform from the upper level, in which
the loops surround the –NH2

!– centers on
the legs, to the lower level, where the loops
surround the BIPY2! units, opens up a
potentially large cavity (1.5 nm by 0.8 nm)
in 56! that is closed down again when the
system returns to the upper level (Fig. 5C).
Such a cavity, whose sides contain three
amine functions and whose floor and roof
are defined by aromatic rings, could play
host to some large guest molecules. Addi-
tionally, the base-acid control mechanism
might be accompanied by the switching
“on” and “off” of a potentially attractive
hosting capacity. We also note that, when
the platform is on the upper level, the three
BIPY2! units are not engaged in any inter-
actions and so the elevator is free to move
its legs, whereas, when the platform is at
the lower level, these same legs will be
rigidified as well as occupied. Thus, when
the platform is on the upper level, the
BIPY2! units could form adducts with oth-
er electron donor species present in the
solution, whereas this possibility is pre-
cluded when the platform resides at the
lower level. Also, because the BIPY2!

units lose their electron-accepting character
upon reduction (6, 7, 23), the adduct-
forming capacity of the three BIPY2! legs
could also be controlled electrochemically.

The molecular elevator has a complex
structure that is capable of performing well-
defined mechanical movements under the ac-
tions of external inputs; i.e., it is possible to
produce multivalent compounds (24) capable
of performing nontrivial mechanical move-
ments and exercising a variety of different
functions on external stimulation.
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Fig. 5. (A) Cyclic voltammetric curves for the first three-electron reduction of (from top to bottom)
[5H3]

9!, [5H2]
8!, [5H]7!, and 56!. Conditions were a 0.40 mM molecular elevator, acetonitrile

solution with 0.04 M tetraethylammonium hexafluorophosphate as supporting electrolyte, 100 mV
s–1, glassy carbon electrode, 298 K. (B) Changes in the absorbance at 276 nm on titration of
[5H3]

9! with the phosphazene base in 5.0 #M acetonitrile solution at 298 K. (C) Stepwise motion
of the platform down to the legs of the rig on successive deprotonation of its three –NH2

!–
centers. The structures shown were obtained by molecular mechanics calculations.
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electron-donating crown ether loops of the
platform. The changes in reduction potential
can be fully reversed by addition of acid, and
the cycle can be repeated without any signif-
icant loss of reversibility.

The chemically driven operation of the
molecular elevator [5H3]9! also leads to re-
versible changes in the emission and absorp-
tion spectra. In acetonitrile solution, [5H3]9!

exhibits a relatively weak emission band with
a maximum at ca. 380 nm. On successive
additions of stochiometric amounts of the
base and acid, the intensity of the band in-
creases and, respectively, decreases. This be-
havior is also witnessed in the absorption
spectrum. The change in absorbance at 310
nm on successive additions of base and acid
shows (Fig. 4B) that the process can be re-
peated several times, with some loss of signal
in the first cycles.

The current intensities of the cyclic voltam-
metric peaks of the “free” and “complexed”
BIPY2! units decrease and, respectively, in-
crease linearly on addition of 1, 2, and 3
equivalents of base (Fig. 5A). These data do
not, however, shed any light on the precise
mechanism of the platform’s operation, i.e.,
whether the addition of 1 equivalent of base
forms exclusively the species with only one
loop displaced, or a statistical distribution of
species with none, one, two, or three loops
displaced. We therefore performed titration
experiments and monitored changes in ab-
sorption spectra. A plot (Fig. 5B) of the
absorbance changes (e.g., at 276 nm) on ti-
tration of [5H3]9! with base shows the pres-

ence of three quite distinct steps, indicating
that the three deprotonation processes are not
equivalent. Thus, addition of the first equiv-
alent of base does not lead to a statistical
mixture of differently protonated species but
rather causes the first deprotonation process
to occur, first of all, in all [5H3]9! ions, and
so on. Molecular modeling (Fig. 5C) shows
that the species in which two (or one) loop(s)
surround (a) –NH2

!– center(s) and one (or
two) loop(s) surround(s) (a) BIPY2! unit(s)
are sterically possible. And so, for each
[5H3]9!, the platform operates in three dis-
crete steps associated with each of the three
deprotonation processes that take [5H3]9!

progressively through [5H2]8! and [5H]7!

ions to, finally, 56!.
From thermodynamic considerations, it

can be established [Supporting Online
Material (SOM) Text] that the energies avail-
able for the relevant movements from the
upper to lower levels (base stroke) and from
the lower to upper levels (acid stroke) amount
to ca. 21 and "4 kcal mol–1, respectively.
These large stabilization energies not only
provide strong driving forces for the molec-
ular motion, they also confer a high position-
al (co-conformational) integrity on the eleva-
tor, giving rise to a clear-cut on-off behavior.
Because the distance traveled by the platform
is about 0.7 nm, the nanoactuator can poten-
tially generate a force of up to 200 pN in the
motion from the upper to the lower level.
Such force is more than one order of magni-
tude larger than those developed (2) by nat-
ural linear motors like myosin and kinesin.

The bundle [5H3]9!, besides operating
as a molecular elevator, could also serve
other useful functions. The movement of
the platform from the upper level, in which
the loops surround the –NH2

!– centers on
the legs, to the lower level, where the loops
surround the BIPY2! units, opens up a
potentially large cavity (1.5 nm by 0.8 nm)
in 56! that is closed down again when the
system returns to the upper level (Fig. 5C).
Such a cavity, whose sides contain three
amine functions and whose floor and roof
are defined by aromatic rings, could play
host to some large guest molecules. Addi-
tionally, the base-acid control mechanism
might be accompanied by the switching
“on” and “off” of a potentially attractive
hosting capacity. We also note that, when
the platform is on the upper level, the three
BIPY2! units are not engaged in any inter-
actions and so the elevator is free to move
its legs, whereas, when the platform is at
the lower level, these same legs will be
rigidified as well as occupied. Thus, when
the platform is on the upper level, the
BIPY2! units could form adducts with oth-
er electron donor species present in the
solution, whereas this possibility is pre-
cluded when the platform resides at the
lower level. Also, because the BIPY2!

units lose their electron-accepting character
upon reduction (6, 7, 23), the adduct-
forming capacity of the three BIPY2! legs
could also be controlled electrochemically.

The molecular elevator has a complex
structure that is capable of performing well-
defined mechanical movements under the ac-
tions of external inputs; i.e., it is possible to
produce multivalent compounds (24) capable
of performing nontrivial mechanical move-
ments and exercising a variety of different
functions on external stimulation.
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Fig. 5. (A) Cyclic voltammetric curves for the first three-electron reduction of (from top to bottom)
[5H3]

9!, [5H2]
8!, [5H]7!, and 56!. Conditions were a 0.40 mM molecular elevator, acetonitrile

solution with 0.04 M tetraethylammonium hexafluorophosphate as supporting electrolyte, 100 mV
s–1, glassy carbon electrode, 298 K. (B) Changes in the absorbance at 276 nm on titration of
[5H3]

9! with the phosphazene base in 5.0 #M acetonitrile solution at 298 K. (C) Stepwise motion
of the platform down to the legs of the rig on successive deprotonation of its three –NH2

!–
centers. The structures shown were obtained by molecular mechanics calculations.
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u  Laboratory 
experiments proved 
that there are three 
distinct phases in the 
platform movement 
n  first (almost) all  

nano-elevators moves 
one leg 

n  then they move the 
second leg 

n  and finally the third leg 
 



Chemical interpretation 

u Upon donation of the ion of one of the 
rotaxanes… 

u …the rate of donation for the other 
rotaxanes is decreased! 

u In other words: the behaviour of the 
rotaxanes is influenced by the state of 
the other rotaxanes in the same device!  
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Model with ‘‘administrative’’ 
reactions 

CS2Bio - 16.06.2012 Rule-based Modeling of Nano Devices 

The different molecules :

Nh(N + ph + t + axis + disk)

Bipy(N + axis + disk)

Top(r1 + r2 + r3 + n1 + n2 + n3)

H()

B1(pH), B2(pH), B3(pH)

Ring(axis + up + down + pltfm)

Axis(N + up + down + ring)

The general mechanism for acid-base reactions: For each site of

protonation, each molecule has a particular site ph that could be only hidden

or visible. If ph is visible it means that no proton is bound on this site, and

that the molecule is in the basic form for this site. On the opposite, if it is

hidden, it means that a proton is bound on this site, and that the molecule

is in the acid form for this site .

For any two acid-base pairs (B(ph+φ), B(ph+φ)) and (C(ph+ψ), C(ph+

ψ)) and if pKA(B(φ)) > pKA(C(ψ)), we have the following reaction :

B(ph + φ), C(ph + ψ)
fast−−→ B(ph + φ), C(ph + ψ)

We also have the reaction : B(h),H → B(h) to handle the case of lonely

protons.

In our case we have : Nh(0) > B1,Nh(1) > B2,Nh(2) > B3,Nh(0) >

Nh(2),Nh(0) > Nh(3)andNh(1) > Nh(3) and thus the reaction :

Nh(ph + 0), B1(ph)
fast−−→ Nh(ph + 1), B1(ph) (1)

Nh(ph + 1), B2(ph)
fast−−→ Nh(ph + 2), B2(ph) (2)

Nh(ph + 2), B3(ph)
fast−−→ Nh(ph + 3), B3(ph) (3)

Nh(ph + 0), Nh(ph + 2)
fast−−→ Nh(ph + 0), Nh(ph + 2) (4)

Nh(ph + 0), Nh(ph + 3)
fast−−→ Nh(ph + 0), Nh(ph + 3) (5)

Nh(ph + 1), Nh(ph + 3)
fast−−→ Nh(ph + 1), Nh(ph + 3) (6)

1

Updating information : In Nh and Top :

Nh(tx + disk) , T op(nx

j
+ rj)

∞+−−→ Nh(tx + disk), T op(nx

j
+ rj) (7)

Nh(tx + disk
∗) , T op(nx

j
+ rj)

∞+−−→ Nh(tx + disk
∗), T op(nx

j
+ rj) (7�)

Nh(tx + X �= 0) , T op(nx

j
+ {r1, r2, r3} = {h, h, h})

∞−→ Nh(tx + 0), T op(nx

j
+ (rj)) (8)

Nh(tx + X �= 1) , T op(nx

j
+ {r1, r2, r3} = {v, h, h})

∞−→ Nh(tx + 1), T op(nx

j
+ (rj)) (9)

Nh(tx + X �= 2) , T op(nx

j
+ {r1, r2, r3} = {v, v, h})

∞−→ Nh(tx + 2), T op(nx

j
+ (rj)) (10)

Nh(tx + X �= 3) , T op(nx

j
+ {r1, r2, r3} = {v, v, v})

∞−→ Nh(tx + 3), T op(nx

j
+ (rj)) (11)

And from Up to Down through Axis:

Nh(X + axis
x) , Axis(Y �= X + up

x)
∞−→ Nh(X + axis

x) , Axis(X + up
x) (12)

Axis(X + down
x) , Bipy(Y �= X + axis

x)
∞−→ Axis(X + down

x) , Bipy(X + axis
x) (13)

Ring movements: Not so far from bBipy > bNH− and b
NH

+
2

> bBipy :

Nh(ph + disk
x), Ring(up

x) fast+−−−−→ Nh(ph + disk), Ring(up) (14)

Bipy(disk + X), Ring(up + down) kX−−→ Bipy(disk
x + X), Ring(up + down

x)(15)

Nh(ph + disk + X), Ring(up)
k
�
X−−→ Nh(ph + disk

x + X), Ring(up
x) (16)

Ring(up
∗ + down

x), Bipy(disk
x) fast+−−−−→ Ring(up

∗ + down), Bipy(disk) (17)

Acidification:

Nh(ph),H() fast−−→ Nh(ph) (18)

2

Updating information : In Nh and Top :

Nh(tx + disk) , T op(nx

j
+ rj)

∞+−−→ Nh(tx + disk), T op(nx

j
+ rj) (7)

Nh(tx + disk
∗) , T op(nx

j
+ rj)

∞+−−→ Nh(tx + disk
∗), T op(nx

j
+ rj) (7�)

Nh(tx + X �= 0) , T op(nx

j
+ {r1, r2, r3} = {h, h, h})

∞−→ Nh(tx + 0), T op(nx

j
+ (rj)) (8)

Nh(tx + X �= 1) , T op(nx

j
+ {r1, r2, r3} = {v, h, h})

∞−→ Nh(tx + 1), T op(nx

j
+ (rj)) (9)

Nh(tx + X �= 2) , T op(nx

j
+ {r1, r2, r3} = {v, v, h})

∞−→ Nh(tx + 2), T op(nx

j
+ (rj)) (10)

Nh(tx + X �= 3) , T op(nx

j
+ {r1, r2, r3} = {v, v, v})

∞−→ Nh(tx + 3), T op(nx

j
+ (rj)) (11)

And from Up to Down through Axis:

Nh(X + axis
x) , Axis(Y �= X + up

x)
∞−→ Nh(X + axis

x) , Axis(X + up
x) (12)

Axis(X + down
x) , Bipy(Y �= X + axis

x)
∞−→ Axis(X + down

x) , Bipy(X + axis
x) (13)

Ring movements: Not so far from bBipy > bNH− and b
NH

+
2

> bBipy :

Nh(ph + disk
x), Ring(up

x) fast+−−−−→ Nh(ph + disk), Ring(up) (14)

Bipy(disk + X), Ring(up + down) kX−−→ Bipy(disk
x + X), Ring(up + down

x)(15)

Nh(ph + disk + X), Ring(up)
k
�
X−−→ Nh(ph + disk

x + X), Ring(up
x) (16)

Ring(up
∗ + down

x), Bipy(disk
x) fast+−−−−→ Ring(up

∗ + down), Bipy(disk) (17)

Acidification:

Nh(ph),H() fast−−→ Nh(ph) (18)

2

Updating information : In Nh and Top :

Nh(tx + disk) , T op(nx

j
+ rj)

∞+−−→ Nh(tx + disk), T op(nx

j
+ rj) (7)

Nh(tx + disk
∗) , T op(nx

j
+ rj)

∞+−−→ Nh(tx + disk
∗), T op(nx

j
+ rj) (7�)

Nh(tx + X �= 0) , T op(nx

j
+ {r1, r2, r3} = {h, h, h})

∞−→ Nh(tx + 0), T op(nx

j
+ (rj)) (8)

Nh(tx + X �= 1) , T op(nx

j
+ {r1, r2, r3} = {v, h, h})

∞−→ Nh(tx + 1), T op(nx

j
+ (rj)) (9)

Nh(tx + X �= 2) , T op(nx

j
+ {r1, r2, r3} = {v, v, h})

∞−→ Nh(tx + 2), T op(nx

j
+ (rj)) (10)

Nh(tx + X �= 3) , T op(nx

j
+ {r1, r2, r3} = {v, v, v})

∞−→ Nh(tx + 3), T op(nx

j
+ (rj)) (11)

And from Up to Down through Axis:

Nh(X + axis
x) , Axis(Y �= X + up

x)
∞−→ Nh(X + axis

x) , Axis(X + up
x) (12)

Axis(X + down
x) , Bipy(Y �= X + axis

x)
∞−→ Axis(X + down

x) , Bipy(X + axis
x) (13)

Ring movements: Not so far from bBipy > bNH− and b
NH

+
2

> bBipy :

Nh(ph + disk
x), Ring(up

x) fast+−−−−→ Nh(ph + disk), Ring(up) (14)

Bipy(disk + X), Ring(up + down) kX−−→ Bipy(disk
x + X), Ring(up + down

x)(15)

Nh(ph + disk + X), Ring(up)
k
�
X−−→ Nh(ph + disk

x + X), Ring(up
x) (16)

Ring(up
∗ + down

x), Bipy(disk
x) fast+−−−−→ Ring(up

∗ + down), Bipy(disk) (17)

Acidification:

Nh(ph),H() fast−−→ Nh(ph) (18)

2

Updating information : In Nh and Top :

Nh(tx + disk) , T op(nx

j
+ rj)

∞+−−→ Nh(tx + disk), T op(nx

j
+ rj) (7)

Nh(tx + disk
∗) , T op(nx

j
+ rj)

∞+−−→ Nh(tx + disk
∗), T op(nx

j
+ rj) (7�)

Nh(tx + X �= 0) , T op(nx

j
+ {r1, r2, r3} = {h, h, h})

∞−→ Nh(tx + 0), T op(nx

j
+ (rj)) (8)

Nh(tx + X �= 1) , T op(nx

j
+ {r1, r2, r3} = {v, h, h})

∞−→ Nh(tx + 1), T op(nx

j
+ (rj)) (9)

Nh(tx + X �= 2) , T op(nx

j
+ {r1, r2, r3} = {v, v, h})

∞−→ Nh(tx + 2), T op(nx

j
+ (rj)) (10)

Nh(tx + X �= 3) , T op(nx

j
+ {r1, r2, r3} = {v, v, v})

∞−→ Nh(tx + 3), T op(nx

j
+ (rj)) (11)

And from Up to Down through Axis:

Nh(X + axis
x) , Axis(Y �= X + up

x)
∞−→ Nh(X + axis

x) , Axis(X + up
x) (12)

Axis(X + down
x) , Bipy(Y �= X + axis

x)
∞−→ Axis(X + down

x) , Bipy(X + axis
x) (13)

Ring movements: Not so far from bBipy > bNH− and b
NH

+
2

> bBipy :

Nh(ph + disk
x), Ring(up

x) fast+−−−−→ Nh(ph + disk), Ring(up) (14)

Bipy(disk + X), Ring(up + down) kX−−→ Bipy(disk
x + X), Ring(up + down

x)(15)

Nh(ph + disk + X), Ring(up)
k
�
X−−→ Nh(ph + disk

x + X), Ring(up
x) (16)

Ring(up
∗ + down

x), Bipy(disk
x) fast+−−−−→ Ring(up

∗ + down), Bipy(disk) (17)

Acidification:

Nh(ph),H() fast−−→ Nh(ph) (18)

2



Model with ‘‘administrative’’ 
reactions 

u Unsatisfactory model! 
n  Too many rules 
n  Half of them are ‘‘administrative’’ 
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The different molecules :

Nh(N + ph + t + axis + disk)

Bipy(N + axis + disk)

Top(r1 + r2 + r3 + n1 + n2 + n3)

H()

B1(pH), B2(pH), B3(pH)

Ring(axis + up + down + pltfm)

Axis(N + up + down + ring)

The general mechanism for acid-base reactions: For each site of

protonation, each molecule has a particular site ph that could be only hidden

or visible. If ph is visible it means that no proton is bound on this site, and

that the molecule is in the basic form for this site. On the opposite, if it is

hidden, it means that a proton is bound on this site, and that the molecule

is in the acid form for this site .

For any two acid-base pairs (B(ph+φ), B(ph+φ)) and (C(ph+ψ), C(ph+

ψ)) and if pKA(B(φ)) > pKA(C(ψ)), we have the following reaction :

B(ph + φ), C(ph + ψ)
fast−−→ B(ph + φ), C(ph + ψ)

We also have the reaction : B(h),H → B(h) to handle the case of lonely

protons.

In our case we have : Nh(0) > B1,Nh(1) > B2,Nh(2) > B3,Nh(0) >

Nh(2),Nh(0) > Nh(3)andNh(1) > Nh(3) and thus the reaction :

Nh(ph + 0), B1(ph)
fast−−→ Nh(ph + 1), B1(ph) (1)

Nh(ph + 1), B2(ph)
fast−−→ Nh(ph + 2), B2(ph) (2)

Nh(ph + 2), B3(ph)
fast−−→ Nh(ph + 3), B3(ph) (3)

Nh(ph + 0), Nh(ph + 2)
fast−−→ Nh(ph + 0), Nh(ph + 2) (4)

Nh(ph + 0), Nh(ph + 3)
fast−−→ Nh(ph + 0), Nh(ph + 3) (5)

Nh(ph + 1), Nh(ph + 3)
fast−−→ Nh(ph + 1), Nh(ph + 3) (6)

1

Updating information : In Nh and Top :

Nh(tx + disk) , T op(nx

j
+ rj)

∞+−−→ Nh(tx + disk), T op(nx

j
+ rj) (7)

Nh(tx + disk
∗) , T op(nx

j
+ rj)

∞+−−→ Nh(tx + disk
∗), T op(nx

j
+ rj) (7�)

Nh(tx + X �= 0) , T op(nx

j
+ {r1, r2, r3} = {h, h, h})

∞−→ Nh(tx + 0), T op(nx

j
+ (rj)) (8)

Nh(tx + X �= 1) , T op(nx

j
+ {r1, r2, r3} = {v, h, h})

∞−→ Nh(tx + 1), T op(nx

j
+ (rj)) (9)

Nh(tx + X �= 2) , T op(nx

j
+ {r1, r2, r3} = {v, v, h})

∞−→ Nh(tx + 2), T op(nx

j
+ (rj)) (10)

Nh(tx + X �= 3) , T op(nx

j
+ {r1, r2, r3} = {v, v, v})

∞−→ Nh(tx + 3), T op(nx

j
+ (rj)) (11)

And from Up to Down through Axis:

Nh(X + axis
x) , Axis(Y �= X + up

x)
∞−→ Nh(X + axis

x) , Axis(X + up
x) (12)

Axis(X + down
x) , Bipy(Y �= X + axis

x)
∞−→ Axis(X + down

x) , Bipy(X + axis
x) (13)

Ring movements: Not so far from bBipy > bNH− and b
NH

+
2

> bBipy :

Nh(ph + disk
x), Ring(up

x) fast+−−−−→ Nh(ph + disk), Ring(up) (14)

Bipy(disk + X), Ring(up + down) kX−−→ Bipy(disk
x + X), Ring(up + down

x)(15)

Nh(ph + disk + X), Ring(up)
k
�
X−−→ Nh(ph + disk

x + X), Ring(up
x) (16)

Ring(up
∗ + down

x), Bipy(disk
x) fast+−−−−→ Ring(up

∗ + down), Bipy(disk) (17)

Acidification:

Nh(ph),H() fast−−→ Nh(ph) (18)

2

Updating information : In Nh and Top :

Nh(tx + disk) , T op(nx

j
+ rj)

∞+−−→ Nh(tx + disk), T op(nx

j
+ rj) (7)

Nh(tx + disk
∗) , T op(nx

j
+ rj)

∞+−−→ Nh(tx + disk
∗), T op(nx

j
+ rj) (7�)

Nh(tx + X �= 0) , T op(nx

j
+ {r1, r2, r3} = {h, h, h})

∞−→ Nh(tx + 0), T op(nx

j
+ (rj)) (8)

Nh(tx + X �= 1) , T op(nx

j
+ {r1, r2, r3} = {v, h, h})

∞−→ Nh(tx + 1), T op(nx

j
+ (rj)) (9)

Nh(tx + X �= 2) , T op(nx

j
+ {r1, r2, r3} = {v, v, h})

∞−→ Nh(tx + 2), T op(nx

j
+ (rj)) (10)

Nh(tx + X �= 3) , T op(nx

j
+ {r1, r2, r3} = {v, v, v})

∞−→ Nh(tx + 3), T op(nx

j
+ (rj)) (11)

And from Up to Down through Axis:

Nh(X + axis
x) , Axis(Y �= X + up

x)
∞−→ Nh(X + axis

x) , Axis(X + up
x) (12)

Axis(X + down
x) , Bipy(Y �= X + axis

x)
∞−→ Axis(X + down

x) , Bipy(X + axis
x) (13)

Ring movements: Not so far from bBipy > bNH− and b
NH

+
2

> bBipy :

Nh(ph + disk
x), Ring(up

x) fast+−−−−→ Nh(ph + disk), Ring(up) (14)

Bipy(disk + X), Ring(up + down) kX−−→ Bipy(disk
x + X), Ring(up + down

x)(15)

Nh(ph + disk + X), Ring(up)
k
�
X−−→ Nh(ph + disk

x + X), Ring(up
x) (16)

Ring(up
∗ + down

x), Bipy(disk
x) fast+−−−−→ Ring(up

∗ + down), Bipy(disk) (17)

Acidification:

Nh(ph),H() fast−−→ Nh(ph) (18)

2

Updating information : In Nh and Top :

Nh(tx + disk) , T op(nx

j
+ rj)

∞+−−→ Nh(tx + disk), T op(nx

j
+ rj) (7)

Nh(tx + disk
∗) , T op(nx

j
+ rj)

∞+−−→ Nh(tx + disk
∗), T op(nx

j
+ rj) (7�)

Nh(tx + X �= 0) , T op(nx

j
+ {r1, r2, r3} = {h, h, h})

∞−→ Nh(tx + 0), T op(nx

j
+ (rj)) (8)

Nh(tx + X �= 1) , T op(nx

j
+ {r1, r2, r3} = {v, h, h})

∞−→ Nh(tx + 1), T op(nx

j
+ (rj)) (9)

Nh(tx + X �= 2) , T op(nx

j
+ {r1, r2, r3} = {v, v, h})

∞−→ Nh(tx + 2), T op(nx

j
+ (rj)) (10)

Nh(tx + X �= 3) , T op(nx

j
+ {r1, r2, r3} = {v, v, v})

∞−→ Nh(tx + 3), T op(nx

j
+ (rj)) (11)

And from Up to Down through Axis:

Nh(X + axis
x) , Axis(Y �= X + up

x)
∞−→ Nh(X + axis

x) , Axis(X + up
x) (12)

Axis(X + down
x) , Bipy(Y �= X + axis

x)
∞−→ Axis(X + down

x) , Bipy(X + axis
x) (13)

Ring movements: Not so far from bBipy > bNH− and b
NH

+
2

> bBipy :

Nh(ph + disk
x), Ring(up

x) fast+−−−−→ Nh(ph + disk), Ring(up) (14)

Bipy(disk + X), Ring(up + down) kX−−→ Bipy(disk
x + X), Ring(up + down

x)(15)

Nh(ph + disk + X), Ring(up)
k
�
X−−→ Nh(ph + disk

x + X), Ring(up
x) (16)

Ring(up
∗ + down

x), Bipy(disk
x) fast+−−−−→ Ring(up

∗ + down), Bipy(disk) (17)

Acidification:

Nh(ph),H() fast−−→ Nh(ph) (18)

2

Updating information : In Nh and Top :

Nh(tx + disk) , T op(nx

j
+ rj)

∞+−−→ Nh(tx + disk), T op(nx

j
+ rj) (7)

Nh(tx + disk
∗) , T op(nx

j
+ rj)

∞+−−→ Nh(tx + disk
∗), T op(nx

j
+ rj) (7�)

Nh(tx + X �= 0) , T op(nx

j
+ {r1, r2, r3} = {h, h, h})

∞−→ Nh(tx + 0), T op(nx

j
+ (rj)) (8)

Nh(tx + X �= 1) , T op(nx

j
+ {r1, r2, r3} = {v, h, h})

∞−→ Nh(tx + 1), T op(nx

j
+ (rj)) (9)

Nh(tx + X �= 2) , T op(nx

j
+ {r1, r2, r3} = {v, v, h})

∞−→ Nh(tx + 2), T op(nx

j
+ (rj)) (10)

Nh(tx + X �= 3) , T op(nx

j
+ {r1, r2, r3} = {v, v, v})

∞−→ Nh(tx + 3), T op(nx

j
+ (rj)) (11)

And from Up to Down through Axis:

Nh(X + axis
x) , Axis(Y �= X + up

x)
∞−→ Nh(X + axis

x) , Axis(X + up
x) (12)

Axis(X + down
x) , Bipy(Y �= X + axis

x)
∞−→ Axis(X + down

x) , Bipy(X + axis
x) (13)

Ring movements: Not so far from bBipy > bNH− and b
NH

+
2

> bBipy :

Nh(ph + disk
x), Ring(up

x) fast+−−−−→ Nh(ph + disk), Ring(up) (14)

Bipy(disk + X), Ring(up + down) kX−−→ Bipy(disk
x + X), Ring(up + down

x)(15)

Nh(ph + disk + X), Ring(up)
k
�
X−−→ Nh(ph + disk

x + X), Ring(up
x) (16)

Ring(up
∗ + down

x), Bipy(disk
x) fast+−−−−→ Ring(up

∗ + down), Bipy(disk) (17)

Acidification:

Nh(ph),H() fast−−→ Nh(ph) (18)

2
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n  Too many rules 
n  Half of them are ‘‘administrative’’ 
n  One third of them represents the same 

phenomenon, but are needed to define the 
different rates 
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Model with ‘‘administrative’’ 
reactions 
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The different molecules :

Nh(N + ph + t + axis + disk)

Bipy(N + axis + disk)

Top(r1 + r2 + r3 + n1 + n2 + n3)

H()

B1(pH), B2(pH), B3(pH)

Ring(axis + up + down + pltfm)

Axis(N + up + down + ring)

The general mechanism for acid-base reactions: For each site of

protonation, each molecule has a particular site ph that could be only hidden

or visible. If ph is visible it means that no proton is bound on this site, and

that the molecule is in the basic form for this site. On the opposite, if it is

hidden, it means that a proton is bound on this site, and that the molecule

is in the acid form for this site .

For any two acid-base pairs (B(ph+φ), B(ph+φ)) and (C(ph+ψ), C(ph+

ψ)) and if pKA(B(φ)) > pKA(C(ψ)), we have the following reaction :

B(ph + φ), C(ph + ψ)
fast−−→ B(ph + φ), C(ph + ψ)

We also have the reaction : B(h),H → B(h) to handle the case of lonely

protons.

In our case we have : Nh(0) > B1,Nh(1) > B2,Nh(2) > B3,Nh(0) >

Nh(2),Nh(0) > Nh(3)andNh(1) > Nh(3) and thus the reaction :

Nh(ph + 0), B1(ph)
fast−−→ Nh(ph + 1), B1(ph) (1)

Nh(ph + 1), B2(ph)
fast−−→ Nh(ph + 2), B2(ph) (2)

Nh(ph + 2), B3(ph)
fast−−→ Nh(ph + 3), B3(ph) (3)

Nh(ph + 0), Nh(ph + 2)
fast−−→ Nh(ph + 0), Nh(ph + 2) (4)

Nh(ph + 0), Nh(ph + 3)
fast−−→ Nh(ph + 0), Nh(ph + 3) (5)

Nh(ph + 1), Nh(ph + 3)
fast−−→ Nh(ph + 1), Nh(ph + 3) (6)

1

Updating information : In Nh and Top :

Nh(tx + disk) , T op(nx

j
+ rj)

∞+−−→ Nh(tx + disk), T op(nx

j
+ rj) (7)

Nh(tx + disk
∗) , T op(nx

j
+ rj)

∞+−−→ Nh(tx + disk
∗), T op(nx

j
+ rj) (7�)

Nh(tx + X �= 0) , T op(nx

j
+ {r1, r2, r3} = {h, h, h})

∞−→ Nh(tx + 0), T op(nx

j
+ (rj)) (8)

Nh(tx + X �= 1) , T op(nx

j
+ {r1, r2, r3} = {v, h, h})

∞−→ Nh(tx + 1), T op(nx

j
+ (rj)) (9)

Nh(tx + X �= 2) , T op(nx

j
+ {r1, r2, r3} = {v, v, h})

∞−→ Nh(tx + 2), T op(nx

j
+ (rj)) (10)

Nh(tx + X �= 3) , T op(nx

j
+ {r1, r2, r3} = {v, v, v})

∞−→ Nh(tx + 3), T op(nx

j
+ (rj)) (11)

And from Up to Down through Axis:

Nh(X + axis
x) , Axis(Y �= X + up

x)
∞−→ Nh(X + axis

x) , Axis(X + up
x) (12)

Axis(X + down
x) , Bipy(Y �= X + axis

x)
∞−→ Axis(X + down

x) , Bipy(X + axis
x) (13)

Ring movements: Not so far from bBipy > bNH− and b
NH

+
2

> bBipy :

Nh(ph + disk
x), Ring(up

x) fast+−−−−→ Nh(ph + disk), Ring(up) (14)

Bipy(disk + X), Ring(up + down) kX−−→ Bipy(disk
x + X), Ring(up + down

x)(15)

Nh(ph + disk + X), Ring(up)
k
�
X−−→ Nh(ph + disk

x + X), Ring(up
x) (16)

Ring(up
∗ + down

x), Bipy(disk
x) fast+−−−−→ Ring(up

∗ + down), Bipy(disk) (17)

Acidification:

Nh(ph),H() fast−−→ Nh(ph) (18)

2
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j
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j
+ rj)
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j
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x) , Axis(X + up
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x) , Bipy(Y �= X + axis

x)
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NH

+
2
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Nh(ph + disk + X), Ring(up)
k
�
X−−→ Nh(ph + disk

x + X), Ring(up
x) (16)

Ring(up
∗ + down

x), Bipy(disk
x) fast+−−−−→ Ring(up
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2
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Model with ‘‘administrative’’ 
reactions 

u Unsatisfactory model! 
n  Too many rules 
n  Half of them are ‘‘administrative’’ 
n  One third of them represents the same 

phenomena, but are needed to define the 
different rates 

n  No compositionality: the previous model 
of the rotaxane represents a very small 
part of the new model 
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Plan of the talk 

u Model of RaH with Kappa-calculus  
u Administrative instantaneous rules 
u KF: Kappa + complex functional rates 
u Model of the Nano-Elevator 
u Conclusion and Future Work 
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Recovery plan 

u In the light of our initial failure, we 
decided to change our direction of work 
n  Complex Functional rates: 

associate to the K-rules a rate which 
depends on the state of the other 
components in the same complex 
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KF-calculus  
u Syntax: 

u Example: remember the rotaxane 
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omitted). This interface σ does not define the state of the site 1, which may be
bound or not. In the following, when we write σ+σ� we assume that the domains
of σ and σ� are disjoint. We impose interfaces to be injective in order to ensure
that two sites belonging to the same molecule cannot be bound: this reflects
the impossibility for single molecules to form self-complexes. In other words, we
impose that the endpoints of a bond cannot belong to the same molecule.

Fields represent the internal state of a species. The values of fields are defined
by maps, called evaluations, and ranged over by u, v, · · · . For instance, if A is
a species with three fields, [1 �→ 5, 2 �→ 0, 3 �→ 4] is an evaluation of its fields.
As before, we write this map as 15 +20 +34. We assume there are finitely many
internal states, that is every field h is mapped into values in {0, · · · , nh}. In the
following, we use partial evaluations and, when we write the union of evaluations
u+ v, we implicitly assume that the domains of u and v are disjoint.

We are now ready to define the syntax for κF solutions.

Definition 1 (Solutions). The syntax of κF solutions is defined by the follow-
ing grammar:

S ::= Mol | S,S

Mol ::= A[u](σ)

with “,” associative (but not commutative). We write Mol ∈ S if S = S1,Mol,S2

for some (possibly empty) solutions S1,S2.

Notice that, according to the previously introduced notation,A[u](σ) denotes
a molecule of species A, with evaluation u and interface σ. Moreover, notice that
we do not assume commutativity of “,” because the order is relevant when a color
is associated to a solution (see Definition 3).

In the remainder of the paper we will use the following notation:

– S,S�,S1, . . . denote solutions (i.e. each field and site of each molecule is
specified and each bond identifier appears exactly twice);

– P,P�,P1, . . . denote pre-solutions (i.e. each field and site of each molecule is
specified but bond identifiers may appear once or twice);

– M,M�,M1, . . . denote solution patterns (i.e. molecules fields and sites may
be omitted and bond identifiers may appear once or twice);

– we use bS to denote the bond identifiers occurring in a solution S.

Notice that the notion of solution allows us to easily formalize the notion of
complex : a complex is a solution that does not strictly include another solution.

In order to denote the reacting molecules inside one complex, we introduce
colors. Intuitively, colors are vectors of identifiers that will be associated to
solutions in order to have an identification mechanism for single molecules inside
a solution.

Definition 2 (Color). Let C be a denumerable set of color identifiers, with
� ∈ C denoting the empty color. A color is a tuple c̃ = (c1, . . . , cn) of color
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Fig. 2. Schematic representation of the shuttling processes of the molecular ring in the examined rotaxane.

Fig. 3. Initial state of the Rotaxane RaH in nanoκ calculus.

• Bipymodels the bipyridinium station: it has one field h and two sites ring and axle;
• Ring models the crown ether ring: it has no field and one site link;
• Acid and Basemodels the acid and base used to trigger the motion of the rotaxane: they have one field h and no site.

The pairs of sites axle of Nh and nh of Axle, and axle of Bipy and bipy of Axle are always linked in our modeling. They model

the covalent bonds maintaining the structural integrity of the axle. Exactly one site ring of Nh, Bipy, and Axle is linked at a

given moment at link of Ring . The first two cases respectively model the ‘‘stable’’ RaH and Rb states of Fig. 2 in which the

ring is steadily located around the Nh or the Bipy molecules, respectively. The last case models the ‘‘unstable’’ states; these

are the Ra and RbH states of Fig. 2 in which the ring is not steadily located. In order to distinguish between the Ra and RbH

states, we use the field s of the Axle: it holds the value 0 if the ring is around the Nh (Ra state), 1 if it is around the Bipy (RbH

state).

Ammonium and amine functions have different chemical nature but can be seen as protonated and deprotonated version

of the same species. Thus we model both by the same nanoκ calculus species Nh. Its field h is used to record the presence

or absence of a proton on Nh: its value is 1 if it is protonated, and 0 otherwise.

As Ring ’s movements are triggered by protonations and deprotonations due to acid–base reactions, we also need to have

acid and base molecules in our modeling. We consider the species Acid and Base both with one field h having value 1 in case

the acid/base molecule holds the proton to be exchanged, 0 otherwise (for instance Acid[h1] and Base[h0] are respectively

an acid molecule ready to give a proton and a base molecule ready to receive a proton).

The initial state for rotaxane RaH is thus modeled by the term:

Nh[h1](axles + ringx), Axle[s0 + h1](nhs + bipyr + ring),
Bipy[h1](axler + ring), Ring(linkx)

graphically depicted in Fig. 3.

Note that the Nh is initially protonated (and this information is present also in the Axle and the Bipy), the Axle is bound

to the Nh and the Bipy, and the Ring is bound to the Nh.

3.1.2. The nanoκ calculus reactions
We now present the reactions used in our modeling. Reactions (1), (2), (7) and (8) are presented with a double arrow

(that are reversible reactions). Formally they correspond to two nanoκ calculus reactions, one achieved reading the reaction
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Complex Functional Rate 

u We express it by using colored reactions 
u An example: linear polymerization 

n  Monomer association: 
n  Monomer dissociation: 
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Definition 5 (Reactions). A κF reaction ρ is a triple (Mc̃1
1 , fρ,M

c̃2
2 ) usually

written as ρ = Mc̃1
1

fρ−→ Mc̃2
2 where Mc̃1

1 and Mc̃2
2 are patterns specifying the pos-

sible reactants and the corresponding products, respectively, and fρ is a function
from colored solutions to non negative numbers (representing actual rates) that

preserves structural congruence, i.e. if Sc̃≡S�c̃� then fρ(S
c̃) = fρ(S

�c̃�).

Notice that the definition of reaction is essentially the same as in Kappa,
with the unique difference that a functional rate is considered. Intuitively, the
functional rate fρ is responsible for checking the complexes in which the react-
ing molecules reside, and according to their structure, a corresponding rate is
computed. For simplicity, we have considered as domain of fρ the entire set of
colored solutions, but in practice only the solutions simply composed by the
complexes in which the reactants are hosted are relevant. This is made clear in
Table 1 where fρ is applied only to the complexes directly involved in the reac-
tion. Moreover, the colors c̃1 and c̃2 are used in the reaction to keep track of the
identity of the reactants: the colors of the molecules that are removed occur only
in c̃1, those that are generated are colored only in c̃2, while the other reactants
occur in both with the same color. This will be formalized in Definition 7.

Example 1. We now formalize in κF the example of linear polymerization in-
formally described in the Introduction. To ease the notation, we consider linear
polymers that do not form rings, characterized by a binding rate λ and an un-
binding rate λ�. The more elaborate case of polymerization with binding rate
depending on the length of the reacting polymers is a trivial modification of this
example, and will be discussed in details in Section 4.1.

We consider only one species A representing the monomers. Monomers have
no fields (so we omit the evaluation) and have an interface with two sites. We
consider the following binding and unbinding rules:

A(1),A(2)
f−→ A(1x),A(2x)

A(1x),A(2x)
f �

−→ A(1),A(2)

where we have omitted colors as they are not relevant. The functions f and f �

are defined as follows:

f(Sc̃) = if S contains two complexes then λ else 0

f �(Sc̃) = λ�

Notice that the impossibility to form rings is here obtained simply by defining
the binding rate as 0 in case the two reacting monomers belong to the same
polymer.

We now consider a more sophisticated modeling of monomer dissociation, in
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A(1),A(2)
f−→ A(1x),A(2x)

A(1x),A(2x)
f �

−→ A(1),A(2)

where we have omitted colors as they are not relevant. The functions f and f �

are defined as follows:

f(Sc̃) = if S contains two complexes then λ else 0

f �(Sc̃) = λ�

Notice that the impossibility to form rings is here obtained simply by defining
the binding rate as 0 in case the two reacting monomers belong to the same
polymer.

We now consider a more sophisticated modeling of monomer dissociation, in
which the unbinding rate depends on the position of the detaching monomers
inside the polymer. For instance, in the polymer represented in Figure 1 the
monomers close to the extremity could have a greater detaching rate due to
their higher mobility in space. To express this phenomenon we can associate to
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Definition 5 (Reactions). A κF reaction ρ is a triple (Mc̃1
1 , fρ,M

c̃2
2 ) usually

written as ρ = Mc̃1
1

fρ−→ Mc̃2
2 where Mc̃1

1 and Mc̃2
2 are patterns specifying the pos-

sible reactants and the corresponding products, respectively, and fρ is a function
from colored solutions to non negative numbers (representing actual rates) that

preserves structural congruence, i.e. if Sc̃≡S�c̃� then fρ(S
c̃) = fρ(S

�c̃�).

Notice that the definition of reaction is essentially the same as in Kappa,
with the unique difference that a functional rate is considered. Intuitively, the
functional rate fρ is responsible for checking the complexes in which the react-
ing molecules reside, and according to their structure, a corresponding rate is
computed. For simplicity, we have considered as domain of fρ the entire set of
colored solutions, but in practice only the solutions simply composed by the
complexes in which the reactants are hosted are relevant. This is made clear in
Table 1 where fρ is applied only to the complexes directly involved in the reac-
tion. Moreover, the colors c̃1 and c̃2 are used in the reaction to keep track of the
identity of the reactants: the colors of the molecules that are removed occur only
in c̃1, those that are generated are colored only in c̃2, while the other reactants
occur in both with the same color. This will be formalized in Definition 7.

Example 1. We now formalize in κF the example of linear polymerization in-
formally described in the Introduction. To ease the notation, we consider linear
polymers that do not form rings, characterized by a binding rate λ and an un-
binding rate λ�. The more elaborate case of polymerization with binding rate
depending on the length of the reacting polymers is a trivial modification of this
example, and will be discussed in details in Section 4.1.

We consider only one species A representing the monomers. Monomers have
no fields (so we omit the evaluation) and have an interface with two sites. We
consider the following binding and unbinding rules:

A(1),A(2)
f−→ A(1x),A(2x)

A(1x),A(2x)
f �

−→ A(1),A(2)

where we have omitted colors as they are not relevant. The functions f and f �

are defined as follows:

f(Sc̃) = if S contains two complexes then λ else 0

f �(Sc̃) = λ�

Notice that the impossibility to form rings is here obtained simply by defining
the binding rate as 0 in case the two reacting monomers belong to the same
polymer.

We now consider a more sophisticated modeling of monomer dissociation, in
which the unbinding rate depends on the position of the detaching monomers
inside the polymer. For instance, in the polymer represented in Figure 1 the
monomers close to the extremity could have a greater detaching rate due to
their higher mobility in space. To express this phenomenon we can associate to
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Definition 5 (Reactions). A κF reaction ρ is a triple (Mc̃1
1 , fρ,M

c̃2
2 ) usually

written as ρ = Mc̃1
1

fρ−→ Mc̃2
2 where Mc̃1

1 and Mc̃2
2 are patterns specifying the pos-

sible reactants and the corresponding products, respectively, and fρ is a function
from colored solutions to non negative numbers (representing actual rates) that

preserves structural congruence, i.e. if Sc̃≡S�c̃� then fρ(S
c̃) = fρ(S

�c̃�).

Notice that the definition of reaction is essentially the same as in Kappa,
with the unique difference that a functional rate is considered. Intuitively, the
functional rate fρ is responsible for checking the complexes in which the react-
ing molecules reside, and according to their structure, a corresponding rate is
computed. For simplicity, we have considered as domain of fρ the entire set of
colored solutions, but in practice only the solutions simply composed by the
complexes in which the reactants are hosted are relevant. This is made clear in
Table 1 where fρ is applied only to the complexes directly involved in the reac-
tion. Moreover, the colors c̃1 and c̃2 are used in the reaction to keep track of the
identity of the reactants: the colors of the molecules that are removed occur only
in c̃1, those that are generated are colored only in c̃2, while the other reactants
occur in both with the same color. This will be formalized in Definition 7.

Example 1. We now formalize in κF the example of linear polymerization in-
formally described in the Introduction. To ease the notation, we consider linear
polymers that do not form rings, characterized by a binding rate λ and an un-
binding rate λ�. The more elaborate case of polymerization with binding rate
depending on the length of the reacting polymers is a trivial modification of this
example, and will be discussed in details in Section 4.1.

We consider only one species A representing the monomers. Monomers have
no fields (so we omit the evaluation) and have an interface with two sites. We
consider the following binding and unbinding rules:

A(1),A(2)
f−→ A(1x),A(2x)

A(1x),A(2x)
f �

−→ A(1),A(2)

where we have omitted colors as they are not relevant. The functions f and f �

are defined as follows:

f(Sc̃) = if S contains two complexes then λ else 0

f �(Sc̃) = λ�

Notice that the impossibility to form rings is here obtained simply by defining
the binding rate as 0 in case the two reacting monomers belong to the same
polymer.

We now consider a more sophisticated modeling of monomer dissociation, in
which the unbinding rate depends on the position of the detaching monomers
inside the polymer. For instance, in the polymer represented in Figure 1 the
monomers close to the extremity could have a greater detaching rate due to
their higher mobility in space. To express this phenomenon we can associate to
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Definition 5 (Reactions). A κF reaction ρ is a triple (Mc̃1
1 , fρ,M

c̃2
2 ) usually

written as ρ = Mc̃1
1

fρ−→ Mc̃2
2 where Mc̃1

1 and Mc̃2
2 are patterns specifying the pos-

sible reactants and the corresponding products, respectively, and fρ is a function
from colored solutions to non negative numbers (representing actual rates) that

preserves structural congruence, i.e. if Sc̃≡S�c̃� then fρ(S
c̃) = fρ(S

�c̃�).

Notice that the definition of reaction is essentially the same as in Kappa,
with the unique difference that a functional rate is considered. Intuitively, the
functional rate fρ is responsible for checking the complexes in which the react-
ing molecules reside, and according to their structure, a corresponding rate is
computed. For simplicity, we have considered as domain of fρ the entire set of
colored solutions, but in practice only the solutions simply composed by the
complexes in which the reactants are hosted are relevant. This is made clear in
Table 1 where fρ is applied only to the complexes directly involved in the reac-
tion. Moreover, the colors c̃1 and c̃2 are used in the reaction to keep track of the
identity of the reactants: the colors of the molecules that are removed occur only
in c̃1, those that are generated are colored only in c̃2, while the other reactants
occur in both with the same color. This will be formalized in Definition 7.

Example 1. We now formalize in κF the example of linear polymerization in-
formally described in the Introduction. To ease the notation, we consider linear
polymers that do not form rings, characterized by a binding rate λ and an un-
binding rate λ�. The more elaborate case of polymerization with binding rate
depending on the length of the reacting polymers is a trivial modification of this
example, and will be discussed in details in Section 4.1.

We consider only one species A representing the monomers. Monomers have
no fields (so we omit the evaluation) and have an interface with two sites. We
consider the following binding and unbinding rules:

A(1),A(2)
f−→ A(1x),A(2x)

A(1x),A(2x)
f �

−→ A(1),A(2)

where we have omitted colors as they are not relevant. The functions f and f �

are defined as follows:

f(Sc̃) = if S contains two complexes then λ else 0

f �(Sc̃) = λ�

Notice that the impossibility to form rings is here obtained simply by defining
the binding rate as 0 in case the two reacting monomers belong to the same
polymer.

We now consider a more sophisticated modeling of monomer dissociation, in
which the unbinding rate depends on the position of the detaching monomers
inside the polymer. For instance, in the polymer represented in Figure 1 the
monomers close to the extremity could have a greater detaching rate due to
their higher mobility in space. To express this phenomenon we can associate to

the unbinding reaction a functional rate that requires the exploitation of colors
to identify the position of the detaching monomers inside the polymer. Consider,
for instance, the following reaction rule:

A(1x)c1 ,A(2x)c2
f ��

−→ A(1)c1 ,A(2)c2

with
f �(Sc̃) = λ

min{dist(Sc̃,c1,end2),dist(Sc̃,c2,end1)}

where dist(Sc̃, ci, endj) is the distance in the colored polymer Sc̃ between the
monomer colored with ci and the extremity having the site j free. Notice that the
smaller the distance between the detaching polymers and a polymer extremity,
the higher the rate. ��

2.2 Semantics

In κF , once the reactants are identified, it is necessary to identify the complexes
in which such reactants are hosted. Those complexes are represented by a min-
imal solution that includes the reactants. If P is the pre-solution composed of
the reactants only, and P,P� is such a minimal solution, we denote this with
minsol(P,P�).

Definition 6. minsol(P,P�) if and only if

– P,P� is a solution, i.e. every bond identifier appears exactly twice;
– if P�≡P��,P���, with P�� not empty pre-solution, then P,P��� is not a solution.

The last notation that we need is used to formalize the matching between a
pattern and an actual (pre)solution. A pattern is essentially a partial descrip-
tion of a group of molecules: by adding the remaining information we can achieve
the description of an actual instantiation of the pattern. We use the notation
Mc̃1

1 �Mc̃2
2 to denote the extension of the colored pattern Mc̃1

1 with the colored
pattern Mc̃2

2 . Colors are used to relate the single molecules inside the two pat-
terns.

Definition 7. Let Mc̃1
1 and Mc̃2

2 be two colored patterns, such that

– c̃1, c̃2 are saturated;
– for every Molcj ∈ Mc̃2

2 , with Molj = A[u](σ), there exists Molci ∈ Mc̃1
1

such that Moli = A[u�](σ�) and u, u� are disjoint, as well as σ and σ�.

Then, Mc̃1
1 �Mc̃2

2 = Mc̃1 , where for every Molck ∈ Mc̃1 :

– if c /∈ c̃2, then Molck = Molci , with Molci ∈ Mc̃1
1 for some i;

– if c ∈ c̃2, then Molck = A[u1 + u2](σ1 + σ2), with Molci ∈ Mc̃1
1 for some i,

Molcj ∈ Mc̃2
2 for some j, and Moli = A[u1](σ1), Molj = A[u2](σ2).

We are finally ready to define the operational semantics of a κF system.
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then have a lower speed,  
hence also smaller reaction propensity 
n  Following the [Gillespie77] approach, we 

considered the following functional rate 
 
 
 
where M1 and M2 are the masses of the two 
attaching polymers 
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Fig. 3. (a) Snapshot at steady state of the systems in Figure 2(a) and Figure 2(b),
and their difference. (b) Snapshot at steady state of the systems in Figure 2(a) and
Figure 2(b), and their difference, but with corrected binding rate constant λ = 0.5 for
the system described in (a).

The unbinding rate is considered independent of the mass.

fm(Sc̃) = if S contains two complexes then
let S1,S2 be two complexes in S in
let M1 =

�
A[1m](σ)∈S1

m(m) in

let M2 =
�

A[1m](σ)∈S2
m(m) in

let M12 = M1·M2
M1+M2

in

λ ·
�

2�
M1·M2
M1+M2

�

else 0

f �
m(Sc̃) = λ�
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number of instances of the corresponding chemical reaction. This can be com-
puted by considering the number of possible colorings c̃�� for transitions of the

form S� λ−→c̃��,ρ P2,P3 where S� is a subsolution of S containing only the com-
plexes of the reactants. In the example of polymers above this number is 2. After,
it is necessary to multiply such number for the number of possible ways in which
the reacting complexes can be selected in the current solution (this multiplica-
tion is done by the function rate( , )). In the example, this multiplying factor is
3. The obtained number corresponds to the number of colorings considered by
the κF semantics. ��

4 Case studies

Example 1 constitutes a simple case that highlights the expressiveness of κF ,
despite the very conservative modeling approach with respect to the Kappa-
calculus: in such example, functional rates are useful in order to forbid unwanted
reactions, that would result difficult to avoid otherwise within the standard com-
positional modeling approach typical of Kappa. The main feature exploited there
is the capability of reasoning about the number of complexes that are actually
involved in the reaction.

In the following we are going to show that functional rates joined with the
expressive power of Kappa can be exploited even further, in order to make reac-
tions depend on almost any kind of physical or chemical property of the reacting
complexes. We present two case studies highlighting the benefits of functional
rates, the first one about the effect of mass on linear polymerization, the second
one about the modelling of an artificial nano device.

4.1 Linear Polymerization

As a simple property to study, but relevant in particular for biochemical systems
where sophisticated complexations take place —i.e. exactly those systems that
can be suitably modeled in Kappa— we chose to consider the effect of mass on
the kinetic rates of reacting complexes.

We can easily denote the mass of molecules in Kappa by adding a field to
each species, with values m ∈ {0, . . . , nm}, where nm is the number of distinct
values for the masses of molecules considered in the system. The actual mass of
each molecule is then obtained by a function m(m), that can be exploited in κF
to adjust reaction rates.

Let us consider again Example 1: if we add such information to each monomer
of the species A, we obtain that each molecule A[u](σ) is denoted by one field
storing the (index for m(·) of the) mass of the molecule, and two binding sites.
For example, the polymer of length two would be denoted by A[1mA ](1 + 2x),
A[1mA ](1x + 2), with m(mA) corresponding to the mass of each monomer of
species A. The shape of reaction rules is exactly the same as before:

A(1),A(2)
fm−→ A(1x),A(2x)

A(1x),A(2x)
f �
m−→ A(1),A(2)

u The usual 
rules 

u With the 
mass dependent  
functional rate 
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Fig. 3. (a) Snapshot at steady state of the systems in Figure 2(a) and Figure 2(b),
and their difference. (b) Snapshot at steady state of the systems in Figure 2(a) and
Figure 2(b), and their difference, but with corrected binding rate constant λ = 0.5 for
the system described in (a).

The unbinding rate is considered independent of the mass.

fm(Sc̃) = if S contains two complexes then
let S1,S2 be two complexes in S in
let M1 =

�
A[1m](σ)∈S1

m(m) in

let M2 =
�

A[1m](σ)∈S2
m(m) in

let M12 = M1·M2
M1+M2

in

λ ·
�

2
M12

else 0

f �
m(Sc̃) = λ�
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Fig. 2. (a) Snapshots at three different time points (respectively 0,10−2,10−3 time
units) of the average time-course simulation of the system described in Example 1, with
initial solution of 102 polymers of length 10 and parameters λ = λ’ = 1, m(mA) = 1.
(b) Identical system depicted at the same time points, but with mass-dependent kinet-
ics.

On the contrary, the associated rate functions fm, f �
m are modified to take into

account the mass function m(·). The generality of the κF approach allows the

modeler to express any kind of mass-dependent kinetics for the binding reaction:

here we consider a simple relation based, according to [20], on the inverse depen-

dence of the rate and the square root of the masses of the attaching polymers.
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Fig. 2. (a) Snapshots at three different time points (respectively 0,10−2,10−3 time
units) of the average time-course simulation of the system described in Example 1, with
initial solution of 102 polymers of length 10 and parameters λ = λ’ = 1, m(mA) = 1.
(b) Identical system depicted at the same time points, but with mass-dependent kinet-
ics.

On the contrary, the associated rate functions fm, f �
m are modified to take into

account the mass function m(·). The generality of the κF approach allows the

modeler to express any kind of mass-dependent kinetics for the binding reaction:

here we consider a simple relation based, according to [20], on the inverse depen-

dence of the rate and the square root of the masses of the attaching polymers.

u Initial state 100 polymers of legth 10: 
 

     constant rate              mass-dependent rate 
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Fig. 3. (a) Snapshot at steady state of the systems in Figure 2(a) and Figure 2(b),
and their difference. (b) Snapshot at steady state of the systems in Figure 2(a) and
Figure 2(b), and their difference, but with corrected binding rate constant λ = 0.5 for
the system described in (a).

The unbinding rate is considered independent of the mass.

fm(Sc̃) = if S contains two complexes then
let S1,S2 be two complexes in S in
let M1 =
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A[1m](σ)∈S1

m(m) in
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let M12 = M1·M2
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in
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New model for the  
Nano-Elevator 
u Three connected rotaxanes: 

u Movement reaction: 
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Fig. 4. Schematic representation of the nanoscale elevator in [2]. The platform (the
red structure) is connected to the rings of three 2-stations rotaxanes (the vertical legs)
which are fused together on their top parts (the grey structure). The platform is moved
by the stimuli that shift the rotaxane rings from one station to the other one.

to the solution: when it is protonated the stable position for the ring is on the
Nh station (as depicted in Figure 4), while it is on the Bipy station when it is
deprotonated.

The behavior of such rotaxane has been modeled in [8] by using a Kappa-like
language extended with instantaneous reactions. These latter were used to im-
mediately communicate to all the molecules belonging to the same rotaxane the
occurred (de)protonation of the Nh. This is no longer needed in κF as functional
rates allow the modeler to express the influence of the internal state of the Nh
molecule on the behavior of the entire rotaxane.

We model the rotaxane by considering three distinct molecules for represent-
ing the Nh, the Bipy and the ring, respectively. The two stations are connected
by a permanent bond, while the ring has a switchable binding to one of them
(such bond indicates the current location of the ring).

We complete the model of the nanoscale elevator by considering how the three
rotaxanes are connected together. Following the structure depicted in Figure 4
we add to each of the three rotaxanes a Top molecule connected to the Nh
station, and we bind together the three Top molecules. Also the three rings are
connected together to represent the platform. The complete representation of
the elevator is then as follows:

Top(lt1 + nhs1 + rt2),Top(lt2 + nhs2 + rt3),Top(lt3 + nhs3 + rt1),

Nh[h1](tops1 + bipyr1 + ringx1),Ring(lp1 + linkx1 + rp2),Bipy(nhr1 + ring),

Nh[h1](tops2 + bipyr2 + ringx2),Ring(lp2 + linkx2 + rp3),Bipy(nhr2 + ring),

Nh[h1](tops3 + bipyr3 + ringx3),Ring(lp3 + linkx3 + rp1),Bipy(nhr3 + ring)

where we use mnemonic names to represent sites and fields. In the first line we
present the three Top molecules each one connected to a left and a right Top
molecule. Moreover, each Top is connected to the Nh molecule of one rotaxane.

The three rotaxanes are represented in the subsequent three lines. Notice that we

assume that the Ring molecules are connected to the Nh station, and that each

Ring is connected to a left and a right Ring molecule. The Nh molecules have

one field h: the field holds 0 when the Nh is deprotonated, it holds 1 otherwise.

We assume the Nh molecules initially protonated.

We now move the representation of the dynamics of the system. Two kinds

of reactions are used: those for protonation/deprotonation between the Nh and

an acid-base molecule, and those for switching the bond between the ring and

the two stations. The rate of the ring movement from one station to the other

one depends on the protonated/deprotonated state of the Nh. We model this

dependency by using a functional rate. The two ring movement reactions are as

follows:

Nh(bipyr1 + ringx1)
c1 ,Ring(linkx1)

c2 ,Bipy(nhr1 + ring)c3
fmov←→

Nh(bipyr1 + ring)c1 ,Ring(linkx1)
c2 ,Bipy(nhr1 + ringx1)

c3

fmov(S
c̃
) = let Nh[hx](ringy + σ)c1 ∈ Sc̃

in

if y = ε then

if x = 0 then λ1
mov else λ2

mov

else

if x = 0 then λ3
mov else λ4

mov

According to the κF semantics, the solution Sc̃
that is passed to the functional

rate fmov, will be the part of the current solution composed of the elevator

to which the reacting rotaxane belongs. We use the color c1 to identify the Nh
molecule of the reacting rotaxane. The functional rate returns one of four possible

rates λi
mov, depending on the combination of two distinct factors: whether the

Nh is protonated or not, and whether the Ring is moving from the Nh to the

Bipy or vice versa.

We now consider the second kind of reactions that are concerned with the

proton exchange between the Nh and the acid-base molecules. The rate of these

reactions are influenced by an interesting phenomenon observed on the behav-

ior of the nanoscale elevator. The (de)protonation of the three Nh molecules of

an elevator follows three distinct processes. Upon addition of acid-base to the

solution, the (de)protonation effect do not distribute homogeneously among the

Nh molecules, but among the elevators. Namely, the “first equivalent of base
does not lead to a statistical mixture of differently protonated species but rather
causes the first deprotonation process to occur”. One likely cause of this phe-

nomenon is that the (de)protonation rate of the Nh is influenced by the current

(de)protonated state of the other two Nh molecules in the same elevator. Ac-

cording to this interpretation, the protonation/deprotonation reactions can be

The three rotaxanes are represented in the subsequent three lines. Notice that we

assume that the Ring molecules are connected to the Nh station, and that each

Ring is connected to a left and a right Ring molecule. The Nh molecules have

one field h: the field holds 0 when the Nh is deprotonated, it holds 1 otherwise.

We assume the Nh molecules initially protonated.

We now move the representation of the dynamics of the system. Two kinds

of reactions are used: those for protonation/deprotonation between the Nh and

an acid-base molecule, and those for switching the bond between the ring and

the two stations. The rate of the ring movement from one station to the other

one depends on the protonated/deprotonated state of the Nh. We model this

dependency by using a functional rate. The two ring movement reactions are as

follows:

Nh(bipyr1 + ringx1)
c1 ,Ring(linkx1)

c2 ,Bipy(nhr1 + ring)c3
fmov←→

Nh(bipyr1 + ring)c1 ,Ring(linkx1)
c2 ,Bipy(nhr1 + ringx1)

c3

fmov(S
c̃
) = let Nh[hx](ringy + σ)c1 ∈ Sc̃

in

if y = ε then

if x = 0 then λ1
mov else λ2

mov

else

if x = 0 then λ3
mov else λ4

mov

According to the κF semantics, the solution Sc̃
that is passed to the functional

rate fmov, will be the part of the current solution composed of the elevator

to which the reacting rotaxane belongs. We use the color c1 to identify the Nh
molecule of the reacting rotaxane. The functional rate returns one of four possible

rates λi
mov, depending on the combination of two distinct factors: whether the

Nh is protonated or not, and whether the Ring is moving from the Nh to the

Bipy or vice versa.

We now consider the second kind of reactions that are concerned with the

proton exchange between the Nh and the acid-base molecules. The rate of these

reactions are influenced by an interesting phenomenon observed on the behav-

ior of the nanoscale elevator. The (de)protonation of the three Nh molecules of

an elevator follows three distinct processes. Upon addition of acid-base to the

solution, the (de)protonation effect do not distribute homogeneously among the

Nh molecules, but among the elevators. Namely, the “first equivalent of base
does not lead to a statistical mixture of differently protonated species but rather
causes the first deprotonation process to occur”. One likely cause of this phe-

nomenon is that the (de)protonation rate of the Nh is influenced by the current

(de)protonated state of the other two Nh molecules in the same elevator. Ac-

cording to this interpretation, the protonation/deprotonation reactions can be
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Fig. 4. Schematic representation of the nanoscale elevator in [2]. The platform (the
red structure) is connected to the rings of three 2-stations rotaxanes (the vertical legs)
which are fused together on their top parts (the grey structure). The platform is moved
by the stimuli that shift the rotaxane rings from one station to the other one.

to the solution: when it is protonated the stable position for the ring is on the
Nh station (as depicted in Figure 4), while it is on the Bipy station when it is
deprotonated.

The behavior of such rotaxane has been modeled in [8] by using a Kappa-like
language extended with instantaneous reactions. These latter were used to im-
mediately communicate to all the molecules belonging to the same rotaxane the
occurred (de)protonation of the Nh. This is no longer needed in κF as functional
rates allow the modeler to express the influence of the internal state of the Nh
molecule on the behavior of the entire rotaxane.

We model the rotaxane by considering three distinct molecules for represent-
ing the Nh, the Bipy and the ring, respectively. The two stations are connected
by a permanent bond, while the ring has a switchable binding to one of them
(such bond indicates the current location of the ring).

We complete the model of the nanoscale elevator by considering how the three
rotaxanes are connected together. Following the structure depicted in Figure 4
we add to each of the three rotaxanes a Top molecule connected to the Nh
station, and we bind together the three Top molecules. Also the three rings are
connected together to represent the platform. The complete representation of
the elevator is then as follows:

Top(lt1 + nhs1 + rt2),Top(lt2 + nhs2 + rt3),Top(lt3 + nhs3 + rt1),

Nh[h1](tops1 + bipyr1 + ringx1),Ring(lp1 + linkx1 + rp2),Bipy(nhr1 + ring),

Nh[h1](tops2 + bipyr2 + ringx2),Ring(lp2 + linkx2 + rp3),Bipy(nhr2 + ring),

Nh[h1](tops3 + bipyr3 + ringx3),Ring(lp3 + linkx3 + rp1),Bipy(nhr3 + ring)

where we use mnemonic names to represent sites and fields. In the first line we
present the three Top molecules each one connected to a left and a right Top
molecule. Moreover, each Top is connected to the Nh molecule of one rotaxane.
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Fig. 5. Comparison of possible behaviors of the elevator model at steady state

in relation to the assumption of dependence or independence of the protona-

tion/deprotonation process on the total number of already protonated Nh molecules.

On the horizontal axis the initial number of Base[h0
] molecules in the solution: each

point of the graph represents the result of a run with different initial number of base

molecules. On the vertical axis the corresponding number of molecules at steady state

for different configurations and functional rates of the elevator, starting with an initial

concentration of 10
4
elevators each with all the 3 Nh molecules protonated. The four

species listed on the left of the legend represent the number of elevators with respec-

tively 0 to 3 “legs up” (i.e. number of rotaxanes whose ring is bound to the Nh molecule)

in the case of movement dependent on the number of protonated Nh molecules as

described in (1), with λb-deprot = sb-deprot = 1,λb-prot = 10
−2, sb-prot = −1. The

four species on the right represent the same elevator states but in the case of move-

ment independent of the total number of protonated Nh molecules, that is with

sb-deprot = sb-prot = 0 and λb-deprot = 10
2,λb-prot = 10

−2
. For both the dependent

and the independent cases, we have λ1
mov = λ4

mov = 20,λ2
mov = λ3

mov = 10
3
.

modeled as follows:

Nh[h1],Base[h0]
fb-deprot−−−−−→
fb-prot←−−−−

Nh[h0],Base[h1]

Nh[h0],Acid[h1]
fa-deprot−−−−−→
fa-prot←−−−−

Nh[h1],Acid[h0]

fk(S
c̃) = let P =

�
Nh[hx](σ)∈Sc̃ x in (λk) · 10sk·P

for k ∈ {b-deprot, b-prot, a-deprot, a-prot}
(1)

where we use Base and Acid molecules with a field h which holds 0 or 1 to denote
whether the molecule is ready to receive or donate a proton, respectively. In this
case, the functional rate modifies a base rate λk according to the number P of
Nh protonated in the same elevator.

The translation to CRNs of the elevator model generated a network with 26
chemical species (2 for the protonated/deprotonated acid or base, 24 for all the
possible states of each elevator) and 144 chemical rules, which was then easily
analyzed by means of deterministic simulation. Figure 5 shows a comparison of
the different behavior at steady state of such model in relation to the assump-
tion of dependence or independence of the (de)protonation process on the total
number of protonated Nh molecules in each elevator.

The results of our simulations are reported in Figure 5. It is worth noticing
that the curves for the case with (de)protonation rate dependent on the state
of the other Nh molecules in the same elevator highlight (with their sharpness)
the existence of three distinct (de)protonation phases, which are not observable
if such rates are independent (see the smooth curves instead).

4.3 Performance and Scalability

The translation of κF models to chemical reaction networks allowed us to exploit
already existing tools for the analysis of chemical systems (such as Copasi [22],
and in general any SBML-compatible tool [23]). In particular we were able to
adopt deterministic simulation, that was the most suitable technique for the case
studies presented here both in terms of efficiency and of the kind of information
that we needed to show. To this purpose, the translation of the κF system had
to be applied before the simulation, so that the CRN could be provided as input
to the used simulation tool.

It is worth remarking that in this way implementation efforts are minimized,
but important drawbacks may come from the size of the generated CRN, which
constitutes the main bottleneck of the presented approach. When the number of
corresponding chemical species generated during the translation is very high (or
infinite) one is usually forced to manually set an upper bound and truncate the
translation at an arbitrary point. Two are the main disadvantages then. First,
the truncation might have negative effects on the reliability of the simulation, if
relevant chemical species were not included. Second, the computational cost of
the translation may make this approach inefficient, because several species (and
reactions) that on the contrary are not relevant for the simulation are generated
anyway. In practice it is often the case that manual truncation can be safely
applied, since reasonable upper bounds can be established with few attempts.

A more clever approach, that however does not allow the exploitation of
existing simulation tools, consists in considering the generation on the fly of
chemical species and reactions at simulation time. In this way it is possible to
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Fig. 4. Schematic representation of the nanoscale elevator in [2]. The platform (the
red structure) is connected to the rings of three 2-stations rotaxanes (the vertical legs)
which are fused together on their top parts (the grey structure). The platform is moved
by the stimuli that shift the rotaxane rings from one station to the other one.

to the solution: when it is protonated the stable position for the ring is on the
Nh station (as depicted in Figure 4), while it is on the Bipy station when it is
deprotonated.

The behavior of such rotaxane has been modeled in [8] by using a Kappa-like
language extended with instantaneous reactions. These latter were used to im-
mediately communicate to all the molecules belonging to the same rotaxane the
occurred (de)protonation of the Nh. This is no longer needed in κF as functional
rates allow the modeler to express the influence of the internal state of the Nh
molecule on the behavior of the entire rotaxane.

We model the rotaxane by considering three distinct molecules for represent-
ing the Nh, the Bipy and the ring, respectively. The two stations are connected
by a permanent bond, while the ring has a switchable binding to one of them
(such bond indicates the current location of the ring).

We complete the model of the nanoscale elevator by considering how the three
rotaxanes are connected together. Following the structure depicted in Figure 4
we add to each of the three rotaxanes a Top molecule connected to the Nh
station, and we bind together the three Top molecules. Also the three rings are
connected together to represent the platform. The complete representation of
the elevator is then as follows:

Top(lt1 + nhs1 + rt2),Top(lt2 + nhs2 + rt3),Top(lt3 + nhs3 + rt1),

Nh[h1](tops1 + bipyr1 + ringx1),Ring(lp1 + linkx1 + rp2),Bipy(nhr1 + ring),

Nh[h1](tops2 + bipyr2 + ringx2),Ring(lp2 + linkx2 + rp3),Bipy(nhr2 + ring),

Nh[h1](tops3 + bipyr3 + ringx3),Ring(lp3 + linkx3 + rp1),Bipy(nhr3 + ring)

where we use mnemonic names to represent sites and fields. In the first line we
present the three Top molecules each one connected to a left and a right Top
molecule. Moreover, each Top is connected to the Nh molecule of one rotaxane.
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Fig. 5. Comparison of possible behaviors of the elevator model at steady state

in relation to the assumption of dependence or independence of the protona-

tion/deprotonation process on the total number of already protonated Nh molecules.

On the horizontal axis the initial number of Base[h0
] molecules in the solution: each

point of the graph represents the result of a run with different initial number of base

molecules. On the vertical axis the corresponding number of molecules at steady state

for different configurations and functional rates of the elevator, starting with an initial

concentration of 10
4
elevators each with all the 3 Nh molecules protonated. The four

species listed on the left of the legend represent the number of elevators with respec-

tively 0 to 3 “legs up” (i.e. number of rotaxanes whose ring is bound to the Nh molecule)

in the case of movement dependent on the number of protonated Nh molecules as

described in (1), with λb-deprot = sb-deprot = 1,λb-prot = 10
−2, sb-prot = −1. The

four species on the right represent the same elevator states but in the case of move-

ment independent of the total number of protonated Nh molecules, that is with

sb-deprot = sb-prot = 0 and λb-deprot = 10
2,λb-prot = 10

−2
. For both the dependent

and the independent cases, we have λ1
mov = λ4

mov = 20,λ2
mov = λ3

mov = 10
3
.

modeled as follows:

Nh[h1],Base[h0]
fb-deprot−−−−−→
fb-prot←−−−−

Nh[h0],Base[h1]

Nh[h0],Acid[h1]
fa-deprot−−−−−→
fa-prot←−−−−

Nh[h1],Acid[h0]

fk(S
c̃) = let P =

�
Nh[hx](σ)∈Sc̃ x in (λk) · 10sk·P

for k ∈ {b-deprot, b-prot, a-deprot, a-prot}
(1)

where we use Base and Acid molecules with a field h which holds 0 or 1 to denote
whether the molecule is ready to receive or donate a proton, respectively. In this
case, the functional rate modifies a base rate λk according to the number P of
Nh protonated in the same elevator.

The translation to CRNs of the elevator model generated a network with 26
chemical species (2 for the protonated/deprotonated acid or base, 24 for all the
possible states of each elevator) and 144 chemical rules, which was then easily
analyzed by means of deterministic simulation. Figure 5 shows a comparison of
the different behavior at steady state of such model in relation to the assump-
tion of dependence or independence of the (de)protonation process on the total
number of protonated Nh molecules in each elevator.

The results of our simulations are reported in Figure 5. It is worth noticing
that the curves for the case with (de)protonation rate dependent on the state
of the other Nh molecules in the same elevator highlight (with their sharpness)
the existence of three distinct (de)protonation phases, which are not observable
if such rates are independent (see the smooth curves instead).

4.3 Performance and Scalability

The translation of κF models to chemical reaction networks allowed us to exploit
already existing tools for the analysis of chemical systems (such as Copasi [22],
and in general any SBML-compatible tool [23]). In particular we were able to
adopt deterministic simulation, that was the most suitable technique for the case
studies presented here both in terms of efficiency and of the kind of information
that we needed to show. To this purpose, the translation of the κF system had
to be applied before the simulation, so that the CRN could be provided as input
to the used simulation tool.

It is worth remarking that in this way implementation efforts are minimized,
but important drawbacks may come from the size of the generated CRN, which
constitutes the main bottleneck of the presented approach. When the number of
corresponding chemical species generated during the translation is very high (or
infinite) one is usually forced to manually set an upper bound and truncate the
translation at an arbitrary point. Two are the main disadvantages then. First,
the truncation might have negative effects on the reliability of the simulation, if
relevant chemical species were not included. Second, the computational cost of
the translation may make this approach inefficient, because several species (and
reactions) that on the contrary are not relevant for the simulation are generated
anyway. In practice it is often the case that manual truncation can be safely
applied, since reasonable upper bounds can be established with few attempts.

A more clever approach, that however does not allow the exploitation of
existing simulation tools, consists in considering the generation on the fly of
chemical species and reactions at simulation time. In this way it is possible to
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Kappa definition of complexes:
Complex ID: S1
    Rot(h~1, ring~1, toplink~0!1, comp~0),
    Top(leg~0!1, prev~0!2, next~0!3),
    Top(leg~0!4, prev~0!3, next~0!5),
    Rot(h~1, ring~1, toplink~0!4, comp~0),
    Rot(h~1, ring~1, toplink~0!6, comp~0),
    Top(leg~0!6, prev~0!5, next~0!2)

Complex ID: S2
    AB(h~0, comp~0)

Complex ID: S3
    Rot(h~0, ring~1, toplink~0!1, comp~0),
    Top(leg~0!1, prev~0!2, next~0!3),
    Top(leg~0!4, prev~0!3, next~0!5),
    Rot(h~1, ring~1, toplink~0!4, comp~0),
    Rot(h~1, ring~1, toplink~0!6, comp~0),
    Top(leg~0!6, prev~0!5, next~0!2)

Complex ID: S4
    AB(h~1, comp~0)

Complex ID: S5
    Rot(h~1, ring~0, toplink~0!1, comp~0),
    Top(leg~0!1, prev~0!2, next~0!3),
    Top(leg~0!4, prev~0!3, next~0!5),
    Rot(h~1, ring~1, toplink~0!4, comp~0),
    Rot(h~1, ring~1, toplink~0!6, comp~0),
    Top(leg~0!6, prev~0!5, next~0!2)

Complex ID: S6
    Rot(h~1, ring~1, toplink~0!1, comp~0),
    Top(leg~0!1, prev~0!2, next~0!3),
    Top(leg~0!4, prev~0!3, next~0!5),
    Rot(h~0, ring~1, toplink~0!4, comp~0),
    Rot(h~0, ring~1, toplink~0!6, comp~0),
    Top(leg~0!6, prev~0!5, next~0!2)

Complex ID: S7
    Rot(h~0, ring~0, toplink~0!1, comp~0),
    Top(leg~0!1, prev~0!2, next~0!3),
    Top(leg~0!4, prev~0!3, next~0!5),
    Rot(h~1, ring~1, toplink~0!4, comp~0),
    Rot(h~1, ring~1, toplink~0!6, comp~0),
    Top(leg~0!6, prev~0!5, next~0!2)

Complex ID: S8
    Rot(h~0, ring~1, toplink~0!1, comp~0),
    Rot(h~1, ring~0, toplink~0!2, comp~0),

    Rot(h~1, ring~1, toplink~0!3, comp~0),
    Top(leg~0!1, prev~0!4, next~0!5),
    Top(leg~0!2, prev~0!6, next~0!4),
    Top(leg~0!3, prev~0!5, next~0!6)

Complex ID: S9
    Rot(h~0, ring~1, toplink~0!1, comp~0),
    Rot(h~1, ring~0, toplink~0!2, comp~0),
    Rot(h~1, ring~1, toplink~0!3, comp~0),
    Top(leg~0!1, prev~0!4, next~0!5),
    Top(leg~0!2, prev~0!5, next~0!6),
    Top(leg~0!3, prev~0!6, next~0!4)

Complex ID: S10
    Rot(h~1, ring~1, toplink~0!1, comp~0),
    Top(leg~0!1, prev~0!2, next~0!3),
    Top(leg~0!4, prev~0!3, next~0!5),
    Rot(h~1, ring~0, toplink~0!4, comp~0),
    Rot(h~1, ring~0, toplink~0!6, comp~0),
    Top(leg~0!6, prev~0!5, next~0!2)

Complex ID: S11
    Rot(h~0, ring~1, toplink~0!1, comp~0),
    Top(leg~0!1, prev~0!2, next~0!3),
    Top(leg~0!4, prev~0!3, next~0!5),
    Rot(h~0, ring~1, toplink~0!4, comp~0),
    Rot(h~0, ring~1, toplink~0!6, comp~0),
    Top(leg~0!6, prev~0!5, next~0!2)

Complex ID: S12
    Rot(h~0, ring~0, toplink~0!1, comp~0),
    Rot(h~0, ring~1, toplink~0!2, comp~0),
    Rot(h~1, ring~1, toplink~0!3, comp~0),
    Top(leg~0!1, prev~0!4, next~0!5),
    Top(leg~0!2, prev~0!5, next~0!6),
    Top(leg~0!3, prev~0!6, next~0!4)

Complex ID: S13
    Rot(h~0, ring~0, toplink~0!1, comp~0),
    Rot(h~0, ring~1, toplink~0!2, comp~0),
    Rot(h~1, ring~1, toplink~0!3, comp~0),
    Top(leg~0!1, prev~0!4, next~0!5),
    Top(leg~0!2, prev~0!6, next~0!4),
    Top(leg~0!3, prev~0!5, next~0!6)

Complex ID: S14
    Rot(h~1, ring~0, toplink~0!1, comp~0),
    Top(leg~0!1, prev~0!2, next~0!3),
    Top(leg~0!4, prev~0!3, next~0!5),
    Rot(h~0, ring~1, toplink~0!4, comp~0),

    Rot(h~0, ring~1, toplink~0!6, comp~0),
    Top(leg~0!6, prev~0!5, next~0!2)

Complex ID: S15
    Rot(h~0, ring~1, toplink~0!1, comp~0),
    Top(leg~0!1, prev~0!2, next~0!3),
    Top(leg~0!4, prev~0!3, next~0!5),
    Rot(h~1, ring~0, toplink~0!4, comp~0),
    Rot(h~1, ring~0, toplink~0!6, comp~0),
    Top(leg~0!6, prev~0!5, next~0!2)

Complex ID: S16
    Rot(h~0, ring~0, toplink~0!1, comp~0),
    Rot(h~1, ring~0, toplink~0!2, comp~0),
    Rot(h~1, ring~1, toplink~0!3, comp~0),
    Top(leg~0!1, prev~0!4, next~0!5),
    Top(leg~0!2, prev~0!5, next~0!6),
    Top(leg~0!3, prev~0!6, next~0!4)

Complex ID: S17
    Rot(h~0, ring~0, toplink~0!1, comp~0),
    Rot(h~1, ring~0, toplink~0!2, comp~0),
    Rot(h~1, ring~1, toplink~0!3, comp~0),
    Top(leg~0!1, prev~0!4, next~0!5),
    Top(leg~0!2, prev~0!6, next~0!4),
    Top(leg~0!3, prev~0!5, next~0!6)

Complex ID: S18
    Rot(h~1, ring~0, toplink~0!1, comp~0),
    Top(leg~0!1, prev~0!2, next~0!3),
    Top(leg~0!4, prev~0!3, next~0!5),
    Rot(h~1, ring~0, toplink~0!4, comp~0),
    Rot(h~1, ring~0, toplink~0!6, comp~0),
    Top(leg~0!6, prev~0!5, next~0!2)

Complex ID: S19
    Rot(h~0, ring~0, toplink~0!1, comp~0),
    Top(leg~0!1, prev~0!2, next~0!3),
    Top(leg~0!4, prev~0!3, next~0!5),
    Rot(h~0, ring~1, toplink~0!4, comp~0),
    Rot(h~0, ring~1, toplink~0!6, comp~0),
    Top(leg~0!6, prev~0!5, next~0!2)

Complex ID: S20
    Rot(h~0, ring~0, toplink~0!1, comp~0),
    Rot(h~0, ring~1, toplink~0!2, comp~0),
    Rot(h~1, ring~0, toplink~0!3, comp~0),
    Top(leg~0!1, prev~0!4, next~0!5),
    Top(leg~0!2, prev~0!6, next~0!4),
    Top(leg~0!3, prev~0!5, next~0!6)

Complex ID: S21
    Rot(h~0, ring~0, toplink~0!1, comp~0),
    Rot(h~0, ring~1, toplink~0!2, comp~0),
    Rot(h~1, ring~0, toplink~0!3, comp~0),
    Top(leg~0!1, prev~0!4, next~0!5),
    Top(leg~0!2, prev~0!5, next~0!6),
    Top(leg~0!3, prev~0!6, next~0!4)

Complex ID: S22
    Rot(h~1, ring~1, toplink~0!1, comp~0),
    Top(leg~0!1, prev~0!2, next~0!3),
    Top(leg~0!4, prev~0!3, next~0!5),
    Rot(h~0, ring~0, toplink~0!4, comp~0),
    Rot(h~0, ring~0, toplink~0!6, comp~0),
    Top(leg~0!6, prev~0!5, next~0!2)

Complex ID: S23
    Rot(h~0, ring~0, toplink~0!1, comp~0),
    Top(leg~0!1, prev~0!2, next~0!3),
    Top(leg~0!4, prev~0!3, next~0!5),
    Rot(h~1, ring~0, toplink~0!4, comp~0),
    Rot(h~1, ring~0, toplink~0!6, comp~0),
    Top(leg~0!6, prev~0!5, next~0!2)

Complex ID: S24
    Rot(h~0, ring~1, toplink~0!1, comp~0),
    Top(leg~0!1, prev~0!2, next~0!3),
    Top(leg~0!4, prev~0!3, next~0!5),
    Rot(h~0, ring~0, toplink~0!4, comp~0),
    Rot(h~0, ring~0, toplink~0!6, comp~0),
    Top(leg~0!6, prev~0!5, next~0!2)

Complex ID: S25
    Rot(h~1, ring~0, toplink~0!1, comp~0),
    Top(leg~0!1, prev~0!2, next~0!3),
    Top(leg~0!4, prev~0!3, next~0!5),
    Rot(h~0, ring~0, toplink~0!4, comp~0),
    Rot(h~0, ring~0, toplink~0!6, comp~0),
    Top(leg~0!6, prev~0!5, next~0!2)

Complex ID: S26
    Rot(h~0, ring~0, toplink~0!1, comp~0),
    Top(leg~0!1, prev~0!2, next~0!3),
    Top(leg~0!4, prev~0!3, next~0!5),
    Rot(h~0, ring~0, toplink~0!4, comp~0),
    Rot(h~0, ring~0, toplink~0!6, comp~0),
    Top(leg~0!6, prev~0!5, next~0!2)



The reactions: 143 reactions 
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 // Reactions:
  R_3_5_4: S1 => S5; 3 * Rate0 * S1;
  R_1_2_0: S1 + S2 => S3 + S4; 3 * Rate1 * S1 * S2;
  R_7_6: S2 + S3 => S4 + S6; 3 * Rate6 * S2 * S3;
  R_9: S2 + S5 => S4 + S7; Rate1 * S2 * S5;
  R_10: S2 + S5 => S4 + S8; Rate1 * S2 * S5;
  R_11: S2 + S5 => S4 + S9; Rate1 * S2 * S5;
  R_18: S2 + S6 => S4 + S11; Rate5 * S2 * S6;
  R_22: S2 + S7 => S4 + S12; Rate6 * S2 * S7;
  R_23: S2 + S7 => S4 + S13; Rate6 * S2 * S7;
  R_25: S2 + S8 => S4 + S12; Rate6 * S2 * S8;
  R_26: S2 + S8 => S4 + S14; Rate6 * S2 * S8;
  R_28: S2 + S9 => S4 + S13; Rate6 * S2 * S9;
  R_29: S2 + S9 => S4 + S14; Rate6 * S2 * S9;
  R_30: S2 + S10 => S4 + S15; Rate1 * S2 * S10;
  R_31: S2 + S10 => S4 + S16; Rate1 * S2 * S10;
  R_32: S2 + S10 => S4 + S17; Rate1 * S2 * S10;
  R_53: S2 + S12 => S4 + S19; Rate5 * S2 * S12;
  R_56: S2 + S13 => S4 + S19; Rate5 * S2 * S13;
  R_57: S2 + S14 => S4 + S19; Rate5 * S2 * S14;
  R_61: S2 + S15 => S4 + S20; Rate6 * S2 * S15;
  R_62: S2 + S15 => S4 + S21; Rate6 * S2 * S15;
  R_65: S2 + S16 => S4 + S20; Rate6 * S2 * S16;
  R_64: S2 + S16 => S4 + S22; Rate6 * S2 * S16;
  R_68: S2 + S17 => S4 + S21; Rate6 * S2 * S17;
  R_67: S2 + S17 => S4 + S22; Rate6 * S2 * S17;
  R_71_69_70: S2 + S18 => S4 + S23; 3 * Rate1 * S2 * S18;
  R_101: S2 + S20 => S4 + S24; Rate5 * S2 * S20;
  R_104: S2 + S21 => S4 + S24; Rate5 * S2 * S21;
  R_105: S2 + S22 => S4 + S24; Rate5 * S2 * S22;
  R_109_110: S2 + S23 => S4 + S25; 2 * Rate6 * S2 * S23;
  R_129: S2 + S25 => S4 + S26; Rate5 * S2 * S25;
  R_12: S3 => S7; Rate1 * S3;
  R_14: S3 => S8; Rate0 * S3;
  R_13: S3 => S9; Rate0 * S3;
  R_8: S3 + S4 => S1 + S2; Rate4 * S3 * S4;
  R_19_20: S4 + S6 => S2 + S3; 2 * Rate3 * S4 * S6;
  R_21: S4 + S7 => S2 + S5; Rate4 * S4 * S7;
  R_24: S4 + S8 => S2 + S5; Rate4 * S4 * S8;
  R_27: S4 + S9 => S2 + S5; Rate4 * S4 * S9;
  R_49_50_48: S4 + S11 => S2 + S6; 2 * Rate2 * S4 * S11;
  R_52: S4 + S12 => S2 + S7; Rate3 * S4 * S12;
  R_51: S4 + S12 => S2 + S8; Rate3 * S4 * S12;
  R_55: S4 + S13 => S2 + S7; Rate3 * S4 * S13;
  R_54: S4 + S13 => S2 + S9; Rate3 * S4 * S13;
  R_59: S4 + S14 => S2 + S8; Rate3 * S4 * S14;
  R_58: S4 + S14 => S2 + S9; Rate3 * S4 * S14;
  R_60: S4 + S15 => S2 + S10; Rate4 * S4 * S15;
  R_63: S4 + S16 => S2 + S10; Rate4 * S4 * S16;
  R_66: S4 + S17 => S2 + S10; Rate4 * S4 * S17;

  R_98: S4 + S19 => S2 + S12; Rate2 * S4 * S19;
  R_97: S4 + S19 => S2 + S13; Rate2 * S4 * S19;
  R_96: S4 + S19 => S2 + S14; Rate2 * S4 * S19;
  R_99: S4 + S20 => S2 + S15; Rate3 * S4 * S20;
  R_100: S4 + S20 => S2 + S16; Rate3 * S4 * S20;
  R_102: S4 + S21 => S2 + S15; Rate3 * S4 * S21;
  R_103: S4 + S21 => S2 + S17; Rate3 * S4 * S21;
  R_107: S4 + S22 => S2 + S16; Rate3 * S4 * S22;
  R_106: S4 + S22 => S2 + S17; Rate3 * S4 * S22;
  R_108: S4 + S23 => S2 + S18; Rate4 * S4 * S23;
  R_128: S4 + S24 => S2 + S20; Rate2 * S4 * S24;
  R_127: S4 + S24 => S2 + S21; Rate2 * S4 * S24;
  R_126: S4 + S24 => S2 + S22; Rate2 * S4 * S24;
  R_131_130: S4 + S25 => S2 + S23; 2 * Rate3 * S4 * S25;
  R_139_138_140: S4 + S26 => S2 + S25; 3 * Rate2 * S4 * S26;
  R_15: S5 => S1; Rate1 * S5;
  R_17_16: S5 => S10; 2 * Rate0 * S5;
  R_34: S6 => S12; Rate1 * S6;
  R_35: S6 => S13; Rate1 * S6;
  R_33: S6 => S14; Rate0 * S6;
  R_36: S7 => S3; Rate0 * S7;
  R_37: S7 => S16; Rate0 * S7;
  R_38: S7 => S17; Rate0 * S7;
  R_40: S8 => S3; Rate1 * S8;
  R_41: S8 => S15; Rate0 * S8;
  R_39: S8 => S17; Rate1 * S8;
  R_43: S9 => S3; Rate1 * S9;
  R_44: S9 => S15; Rate0 * S9;
  R_42: S9 => S16; Rate1 * S9;
  R_47_46: S10 => S5; 2 * Rate1 * S10;
  R_45: S10 => S18; Rate0 * S10;
  R_73_74_72: S11 => S19; 3 * Rate1 * S11;
  R_75: S12 => S6; Rate0 * S12;
  R_77: S12 => S21; Rate0 * S12;
  R_76: S12 => S22; Rate1 * S12;
  R_78: S13 => S6; Rate0 * S13;
  R_80: S13 => S20; Rate0 * S13;
  R_79: S13 => S22; Rate1 * S13;
  R_81: S14 => S6; Rate1 * S14;
  R_83: S14 => S20; Rate1 * S14;
  R_82: S14 => S21; Rate1 * S14;
  R_85: S15 => S8; Rate1 * S15;
  R_86: S15 => S9; Rate1 * S15;
  R_84: S15 => S23; Rate1 * S15;
  R_88: S16 => S7; Rate1 * S16;
  R_87: S16 => S9; Rate0 * S16;
  R_89: S16 => S23; Rate0 * S16;
  R_91: S17 => S7; Rate1 * S17;
  R_90: S17 => S8; Rate0 * S17;
  R_92: S17 => S23; Rate0 * S17;

  R_95_93_94: S18 => S10; 3 * Rate1 * S18;
  R_111: S19 => S11; Rate0 * S19;
  R_113_112: S19 => S24; 2 * Rate1 * S19;
  R_116: S20 => S13; Rate1 * S20;
  R_114: S20 => S14; Rate0 * S20;
  R_115: S20 => S25; Rate1 * S20;
  R_119: S21 => S12; Rate1 * S21;
  R_117: S21 => S14; Rate0 * S21;
  R_118: S21 => S25; Rate1 * S21;
  R_122: S22 => S12; Rate0 * S22;
  R_121: S22 => S13; Rate0 * S22;
  R_120: S22 => S25; Rate0 * S22;
  R_123: S23 => S15; Rate0 * S23;
  R_125: S23 => S16; Rate1 * S23;
  R_124: S23 => S17; Rate1 * S23;
  R_133_134: S24 => S19; 2 * Rate0 * S24;
  R_132: S24 => S26; Rate1 * S24;
  R_136: S25 => S20; Rate0 * S25;
  R_137: S25 => S21; Rate0 * S25;
  R_135: S25 => S22; Rate1 * S25;
  R_143_141_142: S26 => S24; 2 * Rate0 * S26;



Simulation results 
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Fig. 5. Comparison of possible behaviors of the elevator model at steady state

in relation to the assumption of dependence or independence of the protona-

tion/deprotonation process on the total number of already protonated Nh molecules.

On the horizontal axis the initial number of Base[h0
] molecules in the solution: each

point of the graph represents the result of a run with different initial number of base

molecules. On the vertical axis the corresponding number of molecules at steady state

for different configurations and functional rates of the elevator, starting with an initial

concentration of 10
4
elevators each with all the 3 Nh molecules protonated. The four

species listed on the left of the legend represent the number of elevators with respec-

tively 0 to 3 “legs up” (i.e. number of rotaxanes whose ring is bound to the Nh molecule)

in the case of movement dependent on the number of protonated Nh molecules as

described in (1), with λb-deprot = sb-deprot = 1,λb-prot = 10
−2, sb-prot = −1. The

four species on the right represent the same elevator states but in the case of move-

ment independent of the total number of protonated Nh molecules, that is with

sb-deprot = sb-prot = 0 and λb-deprot = 10
2,λb-prot = 10

−2
. For both the dependent

and the independent cases, we have λ1
mov = λ4

mov = 20,λ2
mov = λ3

mov = 10
3
.

modeled as follows:

Nh[h1],Base[h0]
fb-deprot−−−−−→
fb-prot←−−−−

Nh[h0],Base[h1]

Nh[h0],Acid[h1]
fa-deprot−−−−−→
fa-prot←−−−−

Nh[h1],Acid[h0]
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2,λb-prot = 10

−2
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mov = λ4
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3
.

modeled as follows:

Nh[h1],Base[h0]
fb-deprot−−−−−→
fb-prot←−−−−

Nh[h0],Base[h1]

Nh[h0],Acid[h1]
fa-deprot−−−−−→
fa-prot←−−−−

Nh[h1],Acid[h0]

Simulation now reflects the 
three distinct phases 

observed in laboratory! 



Plan of the talk 

u Model of RaH with Kappa-calculus  
u Administrative instantaneous rules 
u KF: Kappa + complex functional rates 
u Model of the Nano-Elevator 
u Conclusion and Future Work 
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Conclusion 

u We have (successfully) experimented  
the following approach for the modeling 
of Nano Devices 
n  Functional behaviour:  

modeled compositionally using Kappa 
rules (‘‘don’t care don’t write’’ approach) 

n  Quantitative aspects: 
complex functional rates (capture non 
compositional properties of Nano Devices)  
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Conclusion 

u We have developed an automatic 
translator from Kappa with functional 
rates to Chemical Reaction Networks 
n  One species for each complex 
n  Not applicable to the entire Kappa-calculus 

as inifinitely many complexes can be 
generated… 

n  …but applicable to Nano Devices  
(boundedly many configurations) 
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Related work 

u KaSIM: Kappa-calculus  
stochastic simulator 
n  Rules with two rates:  

one used if the reactants belong to the 
same complex, another one otherwise 

n  Useful, e.g. in the case of polymers that  
do not form rings 
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Related work 

u Kappa rule refinement [FMSB08]: 
n  Replace one rule with a set of rules that 

applies in more specific cases 
n  Automatic calculation of the rates for the 

refined rules in such a way that the overall 
system stochasticity is not altered 

n  Syntax-less definition based on a 
categorical language 
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Related work 
u NFSim: simulator for the  

BioNetGen language 
n  Global functional rates: 

rates depends on global variables 
n  Local functional rates: 

similar to our ‘‘complex functional rate’’ 
but without the spatial localization 
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Fig. 1. On the left, three-dimensional representation of a non-linear polymer attached

to a membrane protein. On the right, schematic representation of the same polymer

with labeling of its two free ends (a) and (b).

basic idea is to use a color to identify each of the reacting molecules inside their
molecular complexes. In the cited case of polymerization, this allows for example
the expression of rates which depend on the position of the reacting monomers
inside the polymer chain. Therefore, in the system depicted in Figure 1 it would
be possible to express different rates for the two free ends (a) and (b) of the
polymer — despite them having the same chemical composition — for example
as (likely non-linear) functions of the lengths of their respective sub-chains as
a consequence of their different mobility in space. According to this intuition,
reaction rates are expressed as functions of colored complexes. More precisely,
once the reacting molecules are detected in the solution, they are colored and the
relevant complexes are obtained by transitive closure following their bindings.
The functional rate is then applied to such colored complexes to compute the
actual rate of the reaction.

Besides the polymerization case study, we also report the representation of
a rather sophisticated nano device, a supramolecular system behaving like a
nanoscale elevator [2]. This system, like most of the nano devices [3], is ob-
tained by integration of several structural and functional molecular subunits.
The Kappa modeling approach is particularly appropriate for such systems: each
subunit and its features can be modeled in isolation following the “don’t care,
don’t write” approach. Nevertheless, a typical phenomenon observed on these
systems is that, upon aggregation, the kinetics of each of the subunits is af-
fected by the other subunits in the same device. We show that κF , thanks to the
functional rates, allows also for a natural modeling of these phenomena.

It is worth noting that the simulator for the Kappa language KaSim [1] already
includes the possibility to associate to a reaction a pair of rates, the first one
to be used when the reactants are freely floating and the second one for the
case in which they are part of the same complex. This mechanism allows for the
modeling of interesting systems like, for instance, linear polymers that do not
form rings due to their rigid structure. This can be obtained by associating to
the binding reaction a pair of rates in which the second one is set to 0 to indicate
that the binding reaction is disallowed when the reactants belong to the same
complex. This approach is anyway less expressive than the functional rates that



Future work 

u Consider also cases in which the 
number of possible complexes is 
unbounded 
n  dynamic generation of the chemical rules 

u Apply our approach to model other 
Nano Devices, e.g., a [4]rotaxane… 
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Host–Guest Systems
DOI: 10.1002/anie.201004008

ACyclic [4]rotaxane that Behaves as a SwitchableMolecular Receptor:
Formation of a Rigid Scaffold from a Collapsed Structure by
Complexation with Copper(I) Ions**
Jean-Paul Collin,* Fabien Durola, Val!rie Heitz,* Felipe Reviriego, Jean-Pierre Sauvage,* and
Yann Trolez

The most efficient molecular receptors are usually rigid
edifices with a hollow part that is able to accommodate the
complexed species through an electronic and geometrical
complementarity between the substrate and the complexing
parts of the host.[1] By analogy with biological processes
related to induced fit, other host–guest processes are based on
flexible hosts that are able to adapt their geometry to that of
the species to be recognized. In the very active field of
catenanes, rotaxanes,[2] and molecular machines,[3] very few
systems have been considered as interesting receptors for
molecular guests.[4] One of the main contributions to this
subfield of research is that of anion recognition by various
interlocking compounds.[5] Our research group has also
recently described a [3]rotaxane that is able to act as an
adjustable receptor.[6] The system consists of two rings
threaded by an axis on which the rings can move freely. The
complexing units are zinc porphyrins that are firmly attached
to the rotaxane rings and are able to interact with given
substrates that consist of doubly end functionalized com-
pounds bearing 4-pyridyl groups. It was shown that the
marked geometrical adaptability of the host in its metal-free
form allows interaction with guests of very different sizes.
Herein we report the properties of a related compound,
namely a cyclic bisporphyrin [4]rotaxane, the behavior of
which is totally different from that of a previously studied
linear [3]rotaxane.[6] Contrary to the latter compound, the
metal-free [4]rotaxane collapses completely and does not
show any complexation properties, whereas the copper(I)-
complexed compound is a good and selective receptor for
diamine and dipyridyl substrates because of the scaffolding
effect of the four metal centers (Figure 1).[7] The recognition

process can thus be switched on and off by complexing the
free ligand to four CuI ions or demetalating the metal-
complexed species, respectively.

The synthesis of rotaxane 14+ [7] as well as that of its related
[4]pseudorotaxane have already been reported.[8] 14+ was
demetalated using a large excess of KCN (ca. 50 equivalents)
at room temperature. The reaction mixture was stirred for
2.5 hours, and the crude product was then purified by
chromatography on silica gel to afford the demetalated
rotaxane 2 in 88% yield (Scheme 1).

Rotaxane 2 was characterized by 1H NMR spectroscopy
(COSY, ROESY, DOSY), electrospray mass spectrometry
and UV/Vis spectroscopy. Very surprisingly, the 1H NMR
spectrum of rotaxane 2 shows considerable loss of symmetry
compared to the metalated system 14+, in which all the CuI

centers as well as the four stoppers were chemically equiv-
alent. A quarter of the rotaxane 14+ only had thus to be
considered for complete NMR assignment. By contrast, the
1H NMR signals of 2 were doubled compared to those of
rotaxane 14+. Two distinct stoppers with significantly different
1H NMR signals and thus markedly different environments
can be identified. NOE interactions between some parts of 2
were clearly detected, whereas these fragments were too far
away from one another in 14+ to show any interaction. For
instance, some protons of the tBu groups of one type of
stopper (H-re’; r= “rod”) correlate to protons H-b4’ and H-
b7’ (b=bismacrocycle) of the 1,10-phenanthroline unit in 2,
thus indicating that this stopper and a given 1,10-phenanthro-
line unit are located very close to one another. As the
bismacrocycles and the axles are both rigid, the proximity
between two such fragments tends to indicate that the
topography of 2 is markedly different from that of 14+, and
that 2 has a totally collapsed structure. This hypothesis was
confirmed by additional observations. For instance, one
proton of the !(CH2)3! linker (H-r9) is strongly shielded
upon decomplexation; the corresponding signal moves from

Figure 1. Principle of the recognition process that is switched on and
off by metalation or demetalation. Small gray dots: CuI ions; gray
squares: porphyrins; black double arrow: guest compound. The
chemical structures of 14+ and 2 are shown in Scheme 1.
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Future work 
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d= 2.47 ppm for rotaxane 14+ to d= 0.47 ppm for rotaxane 2.
Proton H-ra, which belongs to one type of stopper, is also

strongly shifted upfield (from d= 6.80 ppm for rotaxane 14+ to
d= 5.81 ppm for rotaxane 2). This behavior was also observed

Scheme 1. Formation of 2 by decomplexation of 14+ and remetalation reaction that reforms the copper-complexed [4]rotaxane. The dashed lines
represent coordination bonds between a triazole group and a ZnII ion. a) KCN, CH2Cl2/CH3CN/H2O (2:1:1), 88%; b) [Cu(CH3CN)4]PF6, CH2Cl2/
CH3CN (2:1), 100%.

Angewandte
Chemie
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u …used as a ‘‘switchable  
molecular receptor’’ 
(forming a rigid 
scaffold from a 
collapsed structure) 
     [AngewandteChemie10] 


